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Whatever the method, the process remains the same: indicate the location of the theme's 
Zip archive, then click on the "Save" button. Here, the only thing that changes is the 
source of the Zip file: 

● Import from your computer. Use the file explorer to find the archive. 
● Import from the web. Indicate the direct public URL to the archive. 
● Import from FTP. Using your FTP client, upload the archive in the following folder: 

/themes/. 

Click "Save" to validate your choice: the theme is now installed. Click "Save" one last time. 
A final confirmation page presents you with all the changes applied to your PrestaShop 
installation. Click "Finish" to end the process. 
 

Exporting a theme 

This section is only available when there is at least one theme installed on your 
PrestaShop site. Exporting a theme is very useful when you want either to back the 
theme up for safety and create an archive of the theme for a friend or in order to make it 
available on the Addons marketplace. Not only does it generate a complete Zip archive of 
your theme, but it also adds the custom modules that your theme requires, which is very 
useful both when uploading to Addons, and when importing to another PrestaShop site. 

The export option works only for the current theme. Click "Export current theme" to 
export the theme used by your shop. Your theme will be compressed in a .zip file and the 
confirmation message will tell you where to find it in your theme folder. Save the archive 
on your hard-drive to be safe. From there on, you can easily share this theme, and if it is 
your own creation, you can start selling it on the Addons marketplace. 
 

http://addons.prestashop.com/
http://addons.prestashop.com/
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Live from PrestaShop Addons! 

 
If you are looking for a new theme, PrestaShop Addons is where you should go! Thanks to 
this section, you can browse through the most popular themes to get inspired. If you wish 
to see more themes, click "Discover all of the themes" to be directed to the full selection 
of PrestaShop themes, as available on our official marketplace, PrestaShop Addons. 
 
By clicking "Discover" for a given theme, a new page from PrestaShop Addons will open, 
with more details are this specific theme. You can also use the search bar at the bottom of 
the page to find the theme that best suits your store. 
  

Homepage Configuration 

New since PrestaShop 1.7.4! Here is one of the recent features we're really proud of: the 
homepage's cartography! As each part of the front office belongs to a dedicated module, 
every little modification brings back to the "Modules" section of the back office to find the 
right module and finally access its configuration page... not that intuitive, right? Now the 
cartography allows a double view for quicker theme customization, and happier 
merchants! 

 

 

 

On the left side, an illustration of the homepage enables you to find the part you want to 
modify. It creates a simplified version of the PrestaShop front office with this interactive 
wireframe. On the right side, a mirrored view shows the module selection you need to 
configure for the modification. 

Our homepage is divided into 7 different categories: menu, slider, home products, text 
block, banner, social & newsletter, and footer. Each category is a tab collapsible to display 
related features from both core pages and native modules. Features can be either installed, 
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configured or disabled. Be aware that clicking on the "Configure" button makes the 
merchant redirected to the feature configuration page. 

Advanced customization: parent / child theme 

This is a feature introduced with PrestaShop 1.7 and it is only useful if you want to slightly 
modify a theme (to add a block for example), but still make sure you can update it easily. 
Indeed, if you modify a theme directly in its folder, the risk is that when the theme is 
updated, your changes could be incompatible with the update. 

 

 

 

Thanks to the child theme, you are able to customize the parent theme and at the same 
time, you can benefit from its updates. 
 
 

☝  Using a child theme can be a bit technical. To see how you can use a child theme in 
details, please refer the developer documentation: 
http://developers.prestashop.com/themes/smarty/parent-child-feature.html 
 

  

http://developers.prestashop.com/themes/smarty/parent-child-feature.html
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Creating a child theme 

First, you need to have the theme you want to use as a parent in your store /themes 
folder. Then you can create a new folder with a very minimal theme, containing only the 
following files, which you can copy directly from the Parent theme: 

 

 

 
Once you have this, you will specify in your child theme theme.yml which theme should 
be used as a parent (in the example below, we chose PrestaShop's default theme, Classic). 
The value must be the theme technical name (ie: the theme folder name). Add the 
following information the theme.yml file: 

 

 

 

You can now use this theme in your back office and edit it as you wish. 
 
 
 Are you creating themes so good that other merchants could pay money for it? You can 

sell it on Addons, PrestaShop's official theme & module marketplace: 
http://addons.prestashop.com/. 
 

  

http://addons.prestashop.com/
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Theme Catalog 
 

 If you are looking for a new theme, PrestaShop Addons is 
where you should go! Thanks to this page, you can browse 
through most popular designs available on Addons to get 
inspired. If you wish to see more themes, click "Discover all 
of the themes" to be directed to the full selection of 
PrestaShop themes, as available on our official 
marketplace, PrestaShop Addons. 
 
By clicking "Discover" for a given theme, a new page from 
PrestaShop Addons will open, with more details are this 
specific theme. 
 
You can also use the search bar at the bottom of the page 

to find the theme that best suits your store. 
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Pages - Managing Static Content 

PrestaShop enables you to create content pages as easily as you would create product 
pages. You can add static pages in the top menu using the "Main menu" module (which 
you can configure from the "Modules" page), or anywhere with the "Link Widget" module. 

☝  If you have been using PrestaShop previous versions, pages and static content are 
what we used to call CMS (Content Management System). 
 

  
This page presents you all the content pages that were previously created on your shop, for 
the currently selected page category (by default, the home page is the only category). 
 

 

✔ Do not forget to translate each page for each of your supported languages! As usual, 
click on the language selector for each field in order to change the language. 
 

 

Creating a New Page Category 

Click the "Add new page category" button to create a page category – actually, a sub-
category of the root category, "Home". You can create as many categories as needed. 
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The form is quite basic: 

● Name. Make sure to use a short and straightforward word. 
● Displayed. Whether the category and its pages are available to the public, or 

hidden. 
● Parent category. The category under which this category is placed. By default, 

"Home". You can have an unlimited number of levels of sub-categories. 
● Description. Do fill this field in all languages, as some theme can display that 

information to customers. 
● Meta title. The name of the category, as displayed in the browser. 
● Meta description. Used to describe the content of this category for search 

engines. 
● Meta keywords. Used by search engines to understand what type of information 

the category is composed of. 
● Friendly URL. Makes it easier for search engines to index your content, and for 

visitors to understand what they will find in the category. This field is automatically 
filled as you enter the category name, but you can still edit it manually. 
 

When you save the category, PrestaShop takes you back to the tables, this time using the 
newly created category as its base. Therefore, you will not see any sub-category or sub-
pages in here unless you create some. In order to go back to the root category, click on 
"Home" at the top left side. You can then edit each page from the root category and move 
them into your newly created category if you feel like it, or create a new page to go with 
your new category. 
 

✔In order to create sub-categories, simply change the "Parent category" option from 
"Home" to the wanted parent category for the category you are creating. 
 

  

Creating a New Page 

New since PrestaShop 1.7.6! You can now benefit from the dynamic preview of your 
search engine results. 
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Click the "Add new page" button to reach the page creation form: 

● Page Category. The default category is the home-page of your shop. If you want to 
have this page in another category, you must first have created it. 

● Title. For SEO purposes, you need to add a title tag value. 
● SEO preview. You can now get a real-time preview of your search engine result to 

help you see how your page would be displayed. 
● Meta title. The name of the page, as displayed in the browser. 
● Meta description. Used to describe the content of this page for search engines. 
● Meta Keywords. Used by search engines to understand what types of information 

the page is composed of. 
● Friendly URL. Makes it easier for search engines to index your content, and for 

visitors to understand what they will find in the category. This field is automatically 
filled as you enter the page name, but you can still edit it manually. 

● Page content. This is the main content of your page. In this WYSIWYG editor, you 
can put as much text as necessary, even images or videos using the "Insert image" 
or "Insert video". 

● Indexation by search engines. Indicates whether search engines should register 
this page or not. 

● Displayed. You can choose to have your page public only once you are done 
proofreading it and keep it as a draft for the moment. A draft is invisible to the 
public. 
 

Once all the fields are filled out, click "Save." If activated, you can then view the result 
directly on your online shop. 
 

Positions 
Front-office positions 

A module can have two views: one on the back office (its options, or even a configuration 
screen), and one on the front office. The front office view is how and where the module is 
displayed within your shop's theme. 

The position of a module in your theme can be changed, because you might want one 
module's block to be placed much higher (or lower) in the page that others. In PrestaShop's 
parlance, this is called "transplanting", and is done using the tool available in the "Positions" 
page, under the "Design" menu. In effect, this enables you to attach a module to one of the 
many available hooks in the current theme, without writing any code. 

The "Positions" page displays all the available hooks and their attached modules. Many are 
empty by default, but some of the most useful ones can have a dozen of modules. 
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At the top of the page, a drop-down menu enables you to only display the module in which 
you are interested. Alternatively, you can also search for a specific hook. By default, this 
page only displays the hooks on which you can position functions. Checking the "Display 
non-positionable hooks" box below displays all the hooks, even the invisible ones, that are 
linked to an action for an instance. 

The header of the table for each hook displays the hook's name, a quick description (when 
available), and its number of attached modules. The table lists the modules that are 
attached to that hook. The modules are displayed in the order in which they appear in the 
hook. 

 

Moving a module within a hook 

You have two ways of changing a module's position within a hook: 
● Click the up or down arrow. The page will reload and display the new order. 
● Drag and drop the module's row itself: 

1. Place the mouse cursor on the position number to have it change into a 
"move item" cursor. 

2. Click and hold while moving the cursor over the row/position where you 
want the module to be: the module's row changes position accordingly. 

3. Release the mouse button: the current position for the module is saved. 
For most modules, transplantation can easily be done directly via the back office. Some 
modules require you to alter their code in order to transplant them 
. 
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Attaching a module to a hook: Transplanting 

In PrestaShop, "transplanting" is the action of attaching a module to a hook. You can add 
a module to more than one hook. 
Two things to know before transplanting a module: 

● Some modules are written to only be attached to a given set of hooks. 
● Some hooks are written to not accept some specific kinds of modules. 

Therefore, be aware that you cannot always transplant any module to any hook. 
 

 Make sure to disable the cache when testing the effect of a new module on the front-
end. You can do this in the "Performance" page, under the "Advanced Parameters" 
menu. 

 
The transplanting process has its own interface: 

1. Go to the "Design" menu, and its "Positions" page. 
2. Click the "Transplant a module" button at the top right. The transplanting interface 

appears. 
3. In the "Module" drop-down list, select the module you want to transplant. 
4. In the "Transplant to" drop-down list, select where you want to transplant the 

module to. There are many hooks available. You can change your settings later if 
needed. 

5. In the "Exceptions" field, type the name of the file(s) of the pages in which you do 
not want the module to appear. 
You can perform multiple selections simply by clicking on the file names while 
keeping the Ctrl key pressed. You can deselect files in the same manner: Ctrl+click. 

6. Do not forget to save your changes. 
 

 
 
The "Transplant to" drop-down menu gives you a good idea where modules can be 
placed. 
Even though the "Transplant to" drop-down list gives a comprehensive overview of the 
available hooks, it might not always be clear which is the one to which you want to attach 
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your module. Do not hesitate to try another hook if the result of your selection if not what 
you expect. The list gives some details: some hook have a description after the hook's 
name, for instance, "Add fields to the form 'attribute value'" for displayAttributeForm. 
Peruse them all in order to choose your hook correctly. 
 

Editing an attached module 

Each module has an action button on the right side of its row, with two possible options: 
one to edit its settings, the other one to delete the module. 
Editing a module's setting uses the same interface as the one used for transplanting a 
module. The only difference is that you cannot change the "Module" field, as it is disabled, 
and thus grayed out. You can edit both the "Transplant to" setting and the exceptions, 
which works just as described in the "Attaching a module to a hook" method above. 
 

 
 
Always check your front office to make sure the module is indeed where you intended it 
to be. 
 

Removing a module from a hook 

There are two ways to remove a module from a hook: 

● Removing a single module: click the trashcan icon on the right of the module's 
row. 

● Removing a batch of modules: select the modules by checking the box on the left 
of their row, and then click the "Unhook the selection" button, found at the top 
and the bottom of the list of hooks. 

 

Transplanting a module by modifying its code 

 This is for experts only: you must have a good knowledge of PHP and HTML before 
attempting anything with the code of a module. 
 

Some modules cannot be transplanted into other sections of the front office simply 
because they lack the necessary code. For example, some modules contains templates for 
both column display and header display, whereas others have one template file which 
only works with the header section.  
If you want to display simple modules in a position for which it was not built, you will have 
to edit its template files. More complex modules can also be made to be displayed in 
other sections of the page, but they might have to be partly rewritten in order to have 
their design work with that new location. 
To customize the transplantation ability of a module, you must give it the correct PHP 
function for the new target hook. For example, for a module that has this function: 
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function hookTop($params) { ... } 

 
In order to transplant its block into the right column, for instance, you need to add the 
hookRightColumn() function: 

 

function hookRightColumn($params) { ... } 

 
Afterward, you must write the code that displays the content on the front page. At best, 
that means copy/pasting the content of the hookTop() function; at worst, you need to 
rework the content of hookTop() function into something that will work for the new 
location. 
 

Widgets 

PrestaShop 1.7 has introduced a new system to hook modules: widgets. Thanks to 
widgets, a module can be used and transplanted to any display hook. 
Widgets work with 1.7 modules only (for PrestaShop modules, their technical names start 
with "ps_"), and cannot be used on all the modules. Read more about widgets here: 
https://devdocs.prestashop.com/1.7/modules/concepts/widgets 
 
 

Image settings 
The "Images settings" page enables you to configure the various image sizes that your 
customers will see in your shop. By default, all images settings are already installed in your 
store. Do not delete them, you will need it! 
 
 
 When you upload an image on PrestaShop, PrestaShop automatically generates various 

sizes of this image, including thumbnails and other smaller versions of your image. 
Therefore, you only have to upload one "master" version of your image, big enough to 
be resized into all the images sizes. 

 
If you want to make sure your image is correctly resized, you should upload an image that 

fits the size ratio of the various image sizes. If your uploaded image does not have the 
same width-to-height ratio than the settings in place, you are taking the risk to see 
whitespace on the resized image. 

 
 

https://devdocs.prestashop.com/1.7/modules/concepts/widgets/
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You can enable image size for specific types of content, directly in the image sizes list. 

When you add a new theme to your store, the theme will add itself the image sizes it 
needed. By default, the page displays image sizes from the default Classic theme. 

 

Add New Images Type 

You can easily add a new image size, and even set to which type of content it applies. 

 

 

 

Click the "Add new image type" button, then: 

1. Type the size's name, width, and height. 
2. Choose to which type of content it applies. 
3. Save. 

Images preferences 
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● Image format. You have the choice between two of the major file formats: JPEG 
and PNG. Both are well established among browsers. JPEG has a good 
compression ratio but can result in visible artifacts. PNG's compression algorithm 
is not as good as JPEG's, but there are comparatively fewer visible artifacts; 
nonetheless, older browsers might not recognize this format. 
Choosing between one and the other is often a matter of taste. That being said, 
JPEG remains the recommended choice. If you would rather prevent information 
loss because of a format change, choose the second option, "Use PNG only if the 
base image is in PNG format". 

● JPEG compression. Do not choose anything below 80 or at worst 75, for fear of 
visible compression artifacts. 

● PNG compression. Do not choose anything over 6 or at worst 7, for fear of visible 
compression artifacts. 

● Generate images based on one side of the source image. This feature allows you 
to position the product image in its pre-established space: 

● Choose "Height" in order to fill the frame height (the width is then 
recalculated to maintain the same height/width ratio as in the file of origin). 

● Choose "Width" so that the image fills the width of the frame (the height is 
then recalculated to maintain the same proportion). 

● Choose "Automatic" so that the width and height are calculated to 
maximize the space it can occupy in the frame. 

● Maximum file size of product customization pictures. Your customers can 
upload pictures for customized products. By default, PrestaShop sets this value to 
the PHP maximum setting – this can mean several megabytes: for instance, 
8,388,608 bytes means 8 Mb. You can expand this value if necessary, but make 
sure that your PHP installation is able to take file uploads of this size. 

● Product picture width. By default, customers can upload image with a maximum 
width of 64 pixels. 

● Product picture height. By default, customers can upload image with a 
maximum height of 64 pixels. 

● Generate high-resolution images. The most recent screens with high pixel 
density (Retina and similar technologies) require high-resolution images. You can 
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enable this feature to make sure your images will display correctly on this kind of 
screens. It will generate a new file for each of your images, with a resolution twice 
higher. This will double your number of image files, so use it wisely if you have 
limited storage space. 

Regenerate Thumbnails 

You may be dissatisfied with your shop's current thumbnails size. This section makes it 
possible for you to regenerate them all – or only those for a specific type of content: 

 

 

1. Change the image size settings in the table at the top of the "Images" preference 
page. 

2. Select which content's images should be regenerated. 
3. Indicate whether the previous thumbnails should be kept or not. 
4. Click "Regenerate thumbnails". 

  
 

☝  Manually-uploaded thumbnails will be erased and replaced by automatically-
generated thumbnails. 
 

 

Link Widget 
This page is tied to the module "Link list", which allows you to manage the various links and 
blocks of links available on your shop. It works with blocks that are attached to hooks and 
provide links to your static pages (from the "Pages" section).  
 

☝  This page is closely related to hooks, so it is recommended to be at ease with hooks 
before attempting any modification. ☺ 
 

  

By default, and if you are still using the default theme Classic, you have one block for the 
footer: 
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There are two child blocks in the footer block, "Products" and "Our company" and they 
represent to the first two columns of links displayed in the footer of your shop. The block 
names are the titles of these two columns. 

 

Managing blocks 

Within a parent block, several actions are possible 

● Sort blocks. You can change the position of a block: simply drag and drop its row. 
● Edit a block. If you click "Edit", a new screen will open and you will see which page 

links are active for each block (selected with a tick), and where it is hooked.  
● Delete a block. The action button at the right of a row allows you to also delete a 

block.  

Creating a new block 

If you need a new set of links within your shop, click "New block" to create a block. It will 
open a creation form which you should fill out. 
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● Name of the link block. This is the title of your link block, as it will appear on your 
shop. Make it simple and clear. 

● Hook. Select to which hook the block should be transplanted. All the available 
hooks are displayed. 

● Page links. Below are different sections with all the available pages for which you 
can create links. Select each page individually, or select a group of pages by ticking 
the checkbox at the top of the section (next to "Name"). By default there are three 
existing sections: 

● Content pages - Home. All the pages existing under the page category 
home. 

● Product pages. Pages displaying new products or discounted products. 
● Static content. The static content pages linked to your theme. 

● If you have other page categories, they will be displayed accordingly, with the 
pages they contain. 

● Custom content. You can even add a custom link, just fill the following fields: 
 

● Title. Add here the title of the link you want to display. 
● URL. Add here the URL of the link you want to display. 

When you are done with your page selection, click "Save". A new block will appear on the 
main page. 
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Managing Shipping 
 
How you choose to ship your products is a key element to the management and success 
of your store. You must account for the great variety of available methods, which can mix 
carriers, regional and international taxes, package weight and the price of a product itself. 
Luckily, PrestaShop makes it easy for you to handle it all in just a few screens. 
 
A product's shipping price is basically calculated using either of two methods: the total 
price of the order, or the total weight of the order. This is how most carriers calculate their 
shipping fees, and this is why you should fill-in the weight setting when creating a 
product in the catalog, and also why you absolutely must indicate the per-weight and 
per-price costs for each carrier in the "Carriers" page. 
 
 PrestaShop computes shipping price according to a system of either weight ranges or 

price ranges. That system can only work for one or the other of these types of range. 
 

 
The shipping settings work closely with the local settings of your 
PrestaShop installation, thanks to the "International" menu. With 
pages like "Localization" and Locations", you will be able to edit 
geographical zones, countries, currencies, etc. Therefore, make 
sure to have a serious look at the "International" menu, which is 
explained in the chapter "Going International". For instance, in 
order to create a complete carrier in PrestaShop, you must have 
clearly defined your geographical zones before; this is done in the 
"Zones" tab under the "Location" page. 
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Managing Carriers 

You must have carriers added to your PrestaShop installation – that is, a clear indicator of 
who will deliver your products. It might be just yourself or your shop (for instance if you are 
selling downloadable products, or only work locally), but as soon as you are actually sending 
packages using stamps and a 3rd-party delivery such as your local postal service, or FedEx, 
UPS and such, then you must have their details added to your shop's database. This will 
enable your customers to better choose which carrier to use, based on their delivery ranges, 
fees, and dates. 
The "Carriers" page presents you with a list of all your current carriers. From there, you can 
directly change their status, indicate why of shipping is free or not, and change their 
position when presented to customers. 

 
 
By default, you have two carriers in your database: 

● Your own shop: This represents your physical store, where customers can 
supposedly come and pick up their products themselves. It has no price range or 
weight range set. 

● "My carrier": This is a sample carrier and should not be used in production. It has 
one price range (from $0 to $10,000) and one weight range (from 0 kg to 10,000 kg). 

It is up to you to remove these default carriers and add new ones for your customers. At the 
very least, you should edit the "My carrier" carrier and replace its data with that of a real 
carrier: name, details, and ranges. We do recommend that you delete the "My carrier" 
carrier, and that you use an existing carrier module in order to register you shipping partner 
in PrestaShop. 
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Adding a Carrier using a recommended Carrier Module 

PrestaShop comes with a host of free modules, amongst which you can find a handful of 
carrier modules which you can install right away, for the major worldwide and domestic 
carriers. 
 
 The available carriers depend on the initial settings of your shop: if you have set your 

shop as being located in France, you will not get the same modules as if you set your 
shop in the USA! 
 

 
In the "Carriers" page, you can choose between creating a carrier using the Carrier Wizard, 
or using one of our recommended carrier modules. It is highly recommended to register 
carriers by installing a carrier module: this will make the process much faster, and the 
settings will be much more accurate. 
Depending on the module, you can either click on the "Install" button and let PrestaShop 
do the work, or click on the shopping cart button. In that second case, you will be taken to 
the Addons marketplace, where you can buy the module. Once you have bought the 
module, you can install it and configure it. 

Adding a new carrier using the Carrier Wizard 

If you cannot find a module for your shipping partner, either in the native modules or on 
the PrestaShop Addons marketplace, then you should register your carrier yourself using 
the Carrier Wizard: click on "Add new carrier" to open this tool. 
In this section, we are going to create a complete carrier, from A to Z, using the Carrier 
Wizard. You can create as many carriers as you wish. 
 
If one carrier has different shipping services, you should create as many carriers in 
PrestaShop, and differentiate them with their names: 
Many of the details asked by PrestaShop's forms should be provided by your carriers once 
you have set up an account or are under contract with them directly. Check with them in 
order to make sure everything is configured correctly. 
To create a new carrier, click on the "Add new" button in the "Carriers" page. This will open 
the Carrier Wizard on the first of its four panels. 

Panel 1: General settings 

This is where you describe the carrier, giving information that the customer will need in 
order to recognize and choose the carrier she/he prefers. 

 
 
Let's examine all of the information you need to enter: 
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● Carrier name. The name is public, so you should use the official name. If you have 
created one PrestaShop carrier per shipping services from a single carrier, the name 
will help you differentiate them.  
You could also add a description of the service. For instance, you could fill in 
"PrestaShipping – 500 lbs and over". 

● Transit time. The estimated time it takes this carrier to deliver your products, 
written in plain language. This is displayed to customers during checkout. It will 
help them select their carrier according to the amount of time they are willing to 
wait to receive their shipment. Customers can often accept to pay more for a 
faster carrier. 
You must fill this field in all the available languages, especially the default one. 

● Speed grade. Since the "Transit time" field can contain any text, it cannot be used 
to compare the carriers' transit times. The "Speed grade" setting enables you to give 
the carrier a grade, from 0 (very slow) to 9 (very fast). This is then used to sort carriers 
by their speed grade, and help customers choose the one they prefer. 

● Logo. Having a logo helps customers choose between different carriers more 
easily. PrestaShop will resize your image in order to fit in the checkout page. 
The logo will appear in each panel of the Carrier Wizard, as a reminder of which 
carrier you are editing/creating. 

● Tracking URL. This field must be filled with the tracking URL provided by your 
carrier (if there exists one). Indicate "@" where the tracking number will appear. 
For example, France's postal service (La Poste) offers this 
URL: http://www.colissimo.fr/portail_colissimo/suivreResultat.do?parcelnumber=@. 
When customers finish their purchase, they will receive that URL with the "@" 
replaced by the tracking number provided by the carrier, making it possible to 
click that link and see where the delivery process is at. 

Click "Next" to reach the second panel. 
 

Panel 2: Shipping locations and costs 

 
First, this panel presents a handful of settings: 

http://www.colissimo.fr/portail_colissimo/suivreResultat.do?parcelnumber=@
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● Add handling costs. Include or exclude shipping & handling costs in this carrier's 
price, as set in the "Preferences" page ("Handling charges"). 

● Free shipping. If enabled, you will not be able to indicate shipping prices. 
If disabled, you will be able to edit the ranges and per-country costs in the form 
below. 

● Billing. When billing the customer, PrestaShop can apply one of two behaviors, 
which you have to set depending on how your carrier handles billing (so make sure 
to check their documentation about this): 

o According to total price. Billing depends on the total price of the order. 
o According to total weight. Billing depends on the total weight of the order. 

● Tax. Indicates if this carrier requires a local tax in order to deliver, and if so, which 
one. The tax must already exist in PrestaShop (which can be done in the "Taxes" 
page of the "International" menu). 

● Out-of-range behavior. In case the chosen carrier has not set any shipping cost for 
the required zone or weight, you can indicate how PrestaShop should react. You 
have two options: 

o Apply the cost of the highest defined range. PrestaShop will take the most 
costly range and apply its conditions. 

o Disable carrier. PrestaShop will not suggest this carrier, since it probably 
cannot deliver this order. 

Then comes the important part: the creation of the carrier's range. This is a very important 
step, as PrestaShop needs this information to present the customer with carriers which can 
actually deliver the ordered package. Indeed, depending on the order's total price or total 
weight, some carrier options will not be available while others will only appear at a certain 
value. You must be very precise when filling these values, and preferably those suggested 
by each carrier's documentation. 
 
This is where the whole Carrier Wizard takes its name. Here, you will build your carrier's 
price or weight ranges (depending on your choice for the "Billing" option above), one range 
after the other, applying your prices for each zone along the way. 
 

☝  Zones must have been defined beforehand. For this, go to the "Locations" page in the 
"International" menu. 
 

  
For each range, you only need a couple of steps: 

1. Fix the lower and upper limits of the range you are creating. Depending on the 
"Billing" choice, it will display either "Will be applied when the price is" or "Will be 
applied when the weight is" for the lower limit, and either "Will be applied when the 
price is" or "Will be applied when the weight is" for the upper limit. 

☝  Note that the lower limit is inclusive (>=) whereas the upper limit is exclusive 
(<). This means that a range's upper limit can have the same value as the next 
range's lower value, as the two will not overlap. 
 

2. Fill in the prices. As soon as both lower and upper limits are filled, PrestaShop 
makes the "All" field available to edit. This is a special field: any value you enter in it 
will be copied into the field for all the available geographical zones, without any 
action on your part. To edit it, tick the checkbox then enter your value. You can 
then edit the values of each zone field separately. 
Check the checkbox for each zone the carrier delivers to at this range. If this carrier 
does not make deliveries in a given geographical zone for this current range, make 
sure to uncheck its checkbox. 
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3. Create the range. To create another range, click the "Add new range" button. 
PrestaShop will add a new column of zone fields. Start again by fixing the lower and 
upper limits of this range, then filling the prices per zone. 

☝  The weight and price units are the default ones for your PrestaShop installation, and 
the ones your products use. You can change these units in the "Localization" page of 
the "International" menu. 
 

 
Click "Next" to reach the third panel. 
 

Panel 3: Size, weight and group access 

 
This panel presents two sets of options: 

● Maximum package height/width/depth/weight. You can now indicate the 
minimum and maximum package height and weight, which are an essential part 
of choosing a package carrier. The value is to use the default weight and dimension 
units, as set in the "Localization" page of the "International" menu. 

● Group access. You might want only some user groups to be able to use a carrier. 
This option serves this purpose. 

Click "Next" to reach the fourth and final panel. 
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Panel 4: Summary 

 
 
This last panel gives you an overview of your settings for this carrier. 
If some settings are wrong, you can go back to any previous panel by either using the 
"Previous" button or directly clicking on the panel's tab.  
If you want to save this carrier as a draft for now, then come back to it later, disable the 
carrier using the "Enabled" option at the bottom of this final panel.  
Either way, click on the "Finish" button to save your work, and create the carrier. 
. 
 When using PrestaShop in multistore mode, another panel is available, and the panel 

order changes slightly: 
 
1. General settings 
2. MultiStore 
3. Shipping locations and costs 
4. Size, weight, and group access 
5. Summary 
 
All the panels are as described above. The new one, "MultiStore", makes it possible for 
you to limit this carrier to a selection of your stores. 
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Shipping Preferences 

The more general settings of your shop's shipping configuration are found in the 
"Preferences" page, under the "Shipping" menu. This page provides handling charges 
settings: 

 

 

 

● Handling charges. Enter the per-order handling expenses, which will be added to 
the final purchase price. This is separate from your shipping costs: it is really the 
cost of you or your employee having to fetch the products, package them and 
have them shipped. If there is no such cost, leave it at 0. 

● Free shipping starts at. Enter the price and/or weight after which your customers 
will receive free shipping. For instance, you might choose to offer free shipping 
when the order exceeds $250. A message will appear to your customers indicating 
how much more money they need to spend in order to receive free shipping. If 
you do not want to offer free shipping and you do not want this message to 
appear, leave these values at 0. 

The "Carrier options" section gives you access to 3 settings, which impact the front office in 
order to help the customer make a choice: 
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● Default carrier. If you have more than one carrier in your system, you might want 
to promote one to your customers. Besides the carriers themselves, this drop-
down list has two contextual options: 

● Best price. Depending on the amount of the order, on its weight and its 
delivery zone, PrestaShop will choose the cheapest price for the customer. 

● Best grade. Speed grades make it easier to identify the fasted carriers. 
PrestaShop will display the carrier which, within the context of the order, 
will have the shortest shipping delay. 

● Sort by. When customers are presented with a choice of carriers, you can choose 
to either sort the list by shipping price or by their position, as set in the carrier list 
on the "Carriers" page. 

● Order by. This enables to set the order in which the carriers are sorted: 
● If sorted by shipping fee and with an ascending order, then carriers will be 

displayed from the cheapest to the most expensive. 
● If sorted by position and with a descending order, then carriers will be 

displayed from the top position of the list, to the bottom position. 
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Managing Payments 
 
With PrestaShop, you can accept your customer's transactions using 
several different payment methods, such as checks, bank wire, cash 
on delivery, and through several partner modules such as PayPal, 
Moneybookers, HiPay, etc. 
The "Payment" menu is where you should head is you want to 
change anything regarding your payments.  
 
 

Payment Methods 
The "Payment Methods" page is pretty straightforward, with two sections. 
Active payment. The payment methods currently enabled on your shop. An action button 
allows you to manage the modules, with the same options that the ones available on the 
Modules page. 
Recommended payment gateways. Depending on your location and shop settings, 
PrestaShop will show you the available payment methods for your country or the markets 
you are targeting. You can then choose to add payment methods that are relevant to your 
customers' expectations. Some modules can be installed for free, while others are paying. 
In that case, you will be redirected to Addons, to buy the module, before you can install it. 

Installing a Payment Module 

Installing a payment module is fundamentally no different from installing a regular 
module: simply click the "Install" button, and all that is left to do is to configure the 
module. 
You should pay a lot of attention to the settings, and make sure they do point to your 
address or bank account. Configuring payment modules often means you must first be 
known by the payment service provider, meaning having an account on their service. 
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Payment preferences 

The payment preferences are meant to help you decide which payment method should be 
available to your customers depending on the currency, the country, the group or the 
carrier. Do pay attention to this page if you want no suprises! 
  

Payment Module Restrictions on Currencies 

Depending upon the payment, the customer's choice of currency can differ. You can limit 
the choice of available payment methods depending on the available currencies: you may 
want customers to be able to pay with any currency when using PayPal, but those paying 
through Moneybookers should only pay using dollars, for instance. 

 

 

 
 

✔ By default, only your shop's default currency is available. If you need more, follow this 
process: 
 
1. In the "Localization" page under the "International" menu, import the localization 
pack for the country which has the currency in which you are interested. For instance, 
USA for US Dollars, United Kingdom for UK Pound, etc. 
2. In the "Currencies" page under the "Localization" menu, enabled the currencies you 
just imported. 
 

If you need to restrict payment module usage according to the user's currency, simply 
check the boxes that apply and click on the "Save restrictions". Note that currency 
restrictions work in different ways depending on the payment module: 

● For some, such as Cash on delivery, you cannot change their default setting. 
● For others, such as Wire payment, Check Payment, Skrill, Ogone, etc., you can 

change any of their currency settings, except for the "Customer currency" and 
"Shop default currency", which stay at their default state. 

● Then, for other modules such as Hipay or PayPal, you can change any of their 
currency settings, but you can choose only one option between "Customer 
currency" and "Shop default currency", not both. 

The customer can set his or her currency using the drop-down menu at the top of each 
front office page. You can set the shop's default currency in the "Localization" page, under 
the "International" menu. 
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☝  If you change the default currency after having configured some first products, you 
will have to reset the price of all these products. You should set the default currency 
once and for all before adding any product. 
 

 

Payment Module Restrictions on Groups 

You can limit the choice of available payment methods depending on the group of 
customers: you can have a set number of customer groups where people can have access 
to more payment methods than regular customers. 

 

For instance, you could choose to have regular customers pay with PayPal, Skrill, and Hipay, 
while professionals would only be able to pay by bank wire. Depending on the type of 
customers and on your choices, customers will only pay using the methods that match 
with your decisions. 
 

Payment Module Restrictions on Countries 

You can limit the choice of payment methods according to your customer's country of 
origin. For instance, you could choose to accept all payment methods for customers from 
France, Spain and Germany, while customers from Italy, the United Kingdom and 
Switzerland would only be able to pay by bank wire. 

 

 

The table lists all the known countries. If one is missing, you can add it using the 
"Countries" page, under the "Zones" menu. 
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Here again, just as with currency limitations, the available options vary depending on the 
payment module: 

● For some, the only option is your own country. 
● For others, the only options are the set of countries supported by the service: 

Austria, Belgium, France, etc. 
● All the others native payment modules should work with all countries. 

Find the country you are looking for in the alphabetical list, and check the boxes to select 
or unselect the payment methods you want to make available to customers from that 
country. Once all of your settings have been configured, click on the "Save restrictions" 
button, found at the bottom of the table. By default, all installed payment methods are 
enabled for the shop's country. 

 

Payment module restrictions on carriers 

You can limit the choice of available payment methods depending on your carriers. 
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Going International 
As obvious as it might seem, this is the Internet, and people from all over the world will 
certainly visit your shop, and order your products. As a shop owner, you must cater for as 
many customers as possible. This means having your website fully translated in as many 
languages as necessary, with local taxes, weights and currency units, local geographical 
zones, etc. 
 

Localization 

The main page under the "Localization" menu enables you to configure the units used for 
your products. 
 

Import a Localization Pack 

This section provides you with an extensive list of existing localization packs which you can 
import. Not only does it set your PrestaShop install with your proper local units, but it also 
adds many other data: 

● States. When shipping product to a country, knowing which state it is sent to can 
prove important, as this might have an impact on local customs and taxes. The 
added states can be viewed and edited in the "States" page under the "Locations" 
menu. 

● Taxes. The real importance of localization is local taxes, and they can be numerous 
and varied depending on the country or the state. PrestaShop provides you with a 
basic support for the major taxes and tax rules. The added taxes and tax rules can 
be viewed and edited in the "Tax" and "Tax rules" pages under the "Taxes" menu. 

● Currencies. Foreign customers will appreciate being able to convert the prices in 
your shop into their own currency. You should at least have US dollars and Euros 
available along of your country's own currency (if not one of those two). Once 
added, you must activate a new currency using the "Currencies" page under the 
"Localization" menu, and make sure the conversion rate is correct. The added 
currencies can be viewed and edited in that "Currencies" page. Make sure you also 
set your payment methods regarding these new currencies. 

● Languages. All the public fields on your shop can be created in multiple 
languages, and it is important you do so for your products name and description, 
at the very least. Note that importing a language also imports its date format 
(d/m/Y, m/d/Y, d.m.Y, etc.), among other things. The added languages can be 
viewed and edited in the "Languages" page under the "Localization" menu. 
 
 You can add a single language, without the currency, taxes and other data 

depending on the country, thanks to the "Translations" page. 
 

● Units. Weight, dimension, volume, distance: these units are essential in order to 
correctly describe a product to your customer, and for your own packaging 
information. They can be viewed and edited on this very page, in the "Local units" 
section. 

● Change the behavior of the taxes displayed to the groups. This is not data to 
import but a setting that you can change when doing the importation. It will 
replace the price display method for your customer groups (e.g. displaying price 
with tax included or not according to each customer group, as found in Shop 
Parameters > Customer Settings > Groups, when editing or creating a group) and 
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activate instead the tax behavior generally applying in the country, for all groups 
and all countries. For example, if you are importing the localization pack for the 
United States and you select this option, the prices will be displayed tax excluded.  
 

☝  You should select this option only if you are importing a localization pack for 
the default country of your shop, as it could change the tax display methods for 
all groups and all countries. 
 

 

As you can see, these additional data are optional: you can choose to import the currency 
and language for a given country, and not its taxes, for instance. While you should not add 
too many local data for fear of overwhelming both yourself and your customers with it, it 
may be useful to import the localization pack for your most visited countries (according to 
your stats). 

Apart from the default units, you cannot automatically remove all the data for a given 
country; if you need to remove data, you will have to do so manually, in their respective 
pages under the "Localization" menu. 
 

Configuration 

This section groups four default local settings, of prime importance: 

● Default language. This is the main language for your shop. This setting will 
influence your back office's language (including the main language for your 
products), as well as the front office. Note that the front office's language might 
adapt to the setting of the customer's browser. 

● Default country. The location of your business. If you have headquarters in many 
countries, use your main or original country. 

● Default currency. The currency in which your product's prices are first set. 
Currencies are added by importing and activating a country's currency. Note that if 
you change currency after having already set a few product prices, you will have to 
manually update all the existing prices. Make sure to set that value once and for all. 

● Time zone. You own time zone. This is useful for daily discount for instance: you 
know exactly when it starts and ends.  

☝  The "Default language" and "Default country" settings each have an additional setting: 
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For "Default language": Set language from browser. PrestaShop will set the store's 
language depending on the language of the visitor's browser's locale code (for 
instance: fr_CA gives French) 
 
For "Default country": Set default country from browser language. PrestaShop will 
set the store's country depending on the territory of the visitor's browser's locale code 
(for instance, fr_CA gives Canada). 
 

  

 
 

Local units 

The physical units presented in this section (weight, distance, volume, dimension) are 
used both in your product sheets and for your own packaging needs – and ultimately, is 
essential in your relationship with your carrier. 

 

 

 

These values can be set when you import the localization package for a country, but you 
can edit manually them afterwards. For instance, if you would rather have centiliters 
instead of liters for the volume unit, change the default "L" to "cL". The values should be 
unit symbols from the International System of Units: 
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/International_System_of_Units. 
 

Advanced 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/International_System_of_Units
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This last section asks you to set your server's local language and country, as ISO code: 

● For the language: ISO 639-1 code (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_ISO_639-
1_codes). 

● For the country: ISO 3166-1 Alpha 2 code (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/ISO_3166-
1_alpha-2). 
 

 

These values can be set when you import the localization package for a country, but you 
can edit them manually at any time. 
 

Languages 

 
PrestaShop comes multilingual out of the box: there is one default language (the one you 
used to install it), and many more are available to download. 
 

✔Take part in PrestaShop translations 
 If PrestaShop is not fully translated in your language, you can help to translate it by 
joining our open community of translators on Crowdin and contribute in your 
language! 
 

 

The "Languages" page manages the languages you will see in your administration panel 
and your shop. The page displays the languages already installed in your shop, along with 
some information: ISO code, language code, date format (short and full). You can enable or 
disable a language by clicking on the icon in the "Enabled" column. 

Adding a new language is simply a question of importing the localization pack from a 
country which uses that language (in the "Localization" page). If it turns out this does not 
work, or that you need something customized, you can add a new language manually, 
using the form behind the "Add new" button. 
 
You can also add a new language from the "Translations" page, "Add / Update a language" 

section. Contrary to a localization pack, this will only import the language, and no 
localization settings (units, currency, etc.). 
 

 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_ISO_639-1_codes
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_ISO_639-1_codes
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/ISO_3166-1_alpha-2
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/ISO_3166-1_alpha-2
https://crowdin.com/project/prestashop-official
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Creating a New Language 

☝Before creating a new language, you should check if this language is available in the 
"Translations" page in "Add/Update a language section". Indeed, even if it isn't fully 
completed, it will import official PrestaShop translations and will provide a basis for 
your translation work. 
 
Creating a new language means you will have to translate all of the text for 
PrestaShop's front office, back office, modules, etc., or risk using the default English 
strings. To complete its translation, you should use the "Modify translations" option in 
the "Translations" page, under the "International" menu. 
 

 

 

In order to create a new language, you must fill as many of the form's field as possible: 

● Name. The name is public. If you are creating that language for a regional purpose, 
you may indicate that in the name: "French (Quebec)", for instance. 
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● ISO code. Enter the adequate 2-letter ISO 639-1 code. See 
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_ISO_639-1_codes for more information. 
If you are importing a language pack, this code should exactly match the one of 
the pack. 

● Language code. Enter the adequate 4-letter language code, in the form xx-yy, xx 
being the language ISO code (same as above), and yy the country ISO code, using 
ISO 3166-1 alpha-2 (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/ISO_3166-1_alpha-2). See 
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/IETF_language_tag for more information. 

● Date format. Countries do not always share the same date representation (See 
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Date_format_by_country). Hence, when your shop 
displays 02/08/12, a customer from France will understand "August 2nd, 2012" 
whereas one from the US will understand "February 8th, 2012" – and a japan 
customer might even read it as "August 12th, 2002". This is why it is important to 
indicate the date format tied to your language. The letters used should be that of 
PHP's date() function: http://php.net/manual/en/function.date.php. 

● Date format (full). Same as the date format above, but including the hour-minute 
format. 

● Flag. Upload an image of the flag which best matches the language you want to 
add. It should be 16*11 pixels. You recommend you use the free FamFamFam Flags 
image set: http://www.famfamfam.com/lab/icons/flags/. 

● "No-picture" image. Upload an image which will be displayed when a product 
does not yet have a picture. That image is simply a blank image, with "No image" 
or "No image available" in this language. The picture should be 250*250 pixels. You 
can find existing "No-picture" images in the /img/l directory of your PrestaShop 
installation. 

● RTL language. Some languages are written from right to left, most notably those 
using Arabic script or the Hebrew alphabet (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Right-to-
left). When a PrestaShop theme is well coded, it can handle RTL languages - 
provided it is set as such. 

● Status. You may disable a new language until you are ready to translate 
everything. 

● Shop association. You can make the language only available to a selection of your 
shops, for instance shops that target a specific locale. 

Once your language is saved and enabled, you can import its language pack. This is done 
in the "Translations" page, under the "Localization" menu. Use the "Import a language pack 
manually" tool. Finally, make sure everything works: go to your shop's front-office and click 
on the flags at the top. Similarly, customers can now select an additional language by using 
these icons. 
  

✔ Sharing your translations with the Community 
 
You might have fully translated a new language directly through your PrestaShop 
interface. You can share it with the PrestaShop Community by sending an export to 
translation@prestashop.com. We will upload your contribution to our translation 
project so that other merchants from your country can also benefit from it! 
 
To see how you can export your translations, go to the "Translations" page of the 
"International" menu, in the "Export a language" section. 
 

 

Currencies 

 

PrestaShop can accept a large number of currencies. By default, there is only one standard 
currency: the one for your country. However, you can add and configure new currencies 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_ISO_639-1_codes
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/ISO_3166-1_alpha-2
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/IETF_language_tag
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Date_format_by_country
http://php.net/manual/en/function.date.php
http://www.famfamfam.com/lab/icons/flags/
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Right-to-left
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Right-to-left
about:blank
https://crowdin.com/project/prestashop-official
https://crowdin.com/project/prestashop-official
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depending on your customers' needs. Indeed, customers will appreciate the ability to 
display your shop's prices in their country's currency. 

 

 

 

This page is very simple yet essential, as relate to your currencies exchange rates (or 
"conversion rates"). To quote Wikipedia, "in finance, an exchange rate between two 
currencies is the rate at which one currency will be exchanged for another. It is also 
regarded as the value of one country’s currency in terms of another currency". Rates 
change daily, sometimes drastically depending on current events, and your shop should 
always be updated to the latest values. 

 
 

✔ In order to change the default currency, you must go to the "Localization" page of the 
"Localization" menu and use the "Default currency" option from the "Configuration" 
section. 

 
If the currency you want to use is not available in this option, you must import the 
currency from one of the countries which use it, using the "Import a localization pack" 
section of the "Localization" page. 
 

Updating the Currency Rates 

You can update the currency rate by clicking on the "Update" button in the "Exchange rate" 
frame. This will download the update file from the PrestaShop website's servers, using 
PrestaShop web-service. 

 
 
 Note that the rates are provided as-is: the PrestaShop team does pay attention to have 

correct rates in these files, but might slightly differ from the actual ones, if only 
because these rates can fluctuate greatly in a short time. 
 

 

http://prestashop.com/
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Adding a New Currency 

The easiest way to add a country's currency is to import its localization package. This is done 
in the "Localization" page, under the "International" menu. Once imported, you must go to 
the "Currencies" page to enable it. You might need to add a currency not featured in any 
the localization packages. In that case, you can use the creation form. Click on "Add new 
currency", and a new page opens: 

 

 

● Currency. The name of the currency, preferably in English, so that as many 
customers as possible can read it. 

● Exchange rate. This rate is to be defined according to your shop's default 
currency. For example, if the default currency is the Euro and this currency is 
dollars, type "1.31", since 1€ usually is worth $1.31 (at the time of this writing). Use the 
converter here for help: http://www.xe.com/ucc/. If you don't know the exchange 
rate, leave it as 1, and when the currency is created, update the exchange rates by 
clicking "Update exchange rates". 

● Associated shop. You can make a currency available for specific shops only, for 
example a local store. 

● Status. Any currency can be disabled at any time, both from its own edit page, and 
the currencies table on the "Currencies" page. When you create a new currency, it 
is disabled by default. Toggle the "Status" option to enable it. The status will 
change to "This currency is enabled". 

 

Geolocation Preferences 
Geolocation is "the identification of the real-world geographic location of an object, such 
as a radar, a mobile phone or an Internet-connected computer" (read more on 
Wikipedia). In our case, geolocation is used to discover the location of a visitor, using his or 
her computer's IP and other tools. One of the uses of geolocation is to block visitors from 
certain cities/countries. 

As indicated the first time you open the "Geolocation" page, in order to use geolocation, 
you need to download a special file first: 
http://geolite.maxmind.com/download/geoip/database/GeoLiteCity.dat.gz. This file is the 
GeoLite City database from MaxMind, an accurate database of cities and locations. 
Download it by clicking on the link, and then decompress it into the /tools/geoip/ 
directory of your PrestaShop installation. Once the file in place, enable the "Geolocation by 
IP address" option, and you are set. 

http://www.xe.com/ucc/
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Geolocation
http://geolite.maxmind.com/download/geoip/database/GeoLiteCity.dat.gz
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Options 

You can choose which countries can access your shop (by default, all of them), and set 
PrestaShop's behaviors for restricted and unrestricted countries (or "other" countries). You 
choose between these three options: 

● Visitors cannot see your catalog. 
● Visitors can see your catalog but cannot make an order. In effect, your store is in 

"Catalog mode". 
● All features are available (only for unrestricted countries). 

 

 

You can select or deselect all countries at once by checking the box at the top of the list 
(next to "Name"). When selecting countries that can access your online shop, make sure 
to not block any country by mistake, as you would lose all potential sales to its 
inhabitants! 

 

Whitelist of IP address 

This section enables you to accept specific IPs address despite a blockade. It can be useful 
in case of spammers, bots or attacks. It is already filled with a list of known good IPs. Add 
as many as needed, one per line, and click "Save". 
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Locations 
Locations are the geographical zones (states, countries, or even bigger zones including 
many countries) that are used for shipping. It's important it should be accurate, and that all 
the regions you want to deliver to should be included and enabled in these pages. 
 

Countries 
Your PrestaShop installation must know all existing countries in order for your customers 
to clearly indicate where in the world they live. 
 
There are roughly 200 countries in the World, but PrestaShop has 244 registered. This is 
because some countries include overseas regions are part of the country proper.  
For instance, the French departments formerly known as DOM (Guadeloupe, Martinique, 
Mayotte, Reunion, and French Guiana) nowadays have equal status as the French 
metropolitan region. Likewise, Alaska and Hawaii are US States proper. 
Still, sending a package to Guadeloupe does not mean sending it to France, if only for the 
shipping fees. Therefore, the list of countries in PrestaShop actually separates the country 
from the mainland. 
 
By default, only your own country is enabled in the country list. You should enable them 
one by one, as needed for your customers. If you are unsure which to enable, check your 
stats to see the countries with most visitors. 
At the bottom of the list, the "Country options" section makes it possible to only display on 
your front office the countries that your carriers cover. We recommend that you enable this 
setting, as it prevents customers from having to scroll through all the country names to 
find their own. 
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Adding a new country 

Normally, PrestaShop comes with all current countries in the database. But in the case 
new ones are created, you would need to add a new country. 
 

 

● Country. The official name of the country that you would like to add, in all supported 
languages. Check the country's Wikipedia page if unsure about the name. 

● ISO code. The country's ISO-3166 code, which you can find on the official ISO 
page: http://www.iso.org/iso/country_codes/iso_3166_code_lists/country_names_an
d_code_elements.htm. 

● Call prefix. Its international call code, which you can find on this Wikipedia 
page: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_country_calling_codes. 

● Default currency. You can use your shop's default currency (as set in the 
"Localization" page, under the "Localization" menu), or one of the other installed 
currencies. Remember that if needed, you can add a new currency to your shop 
using the "Currencies" page. 

● Zone. The world's subregion to which this country is attached. If necessary, you 
can add new zones using the "Zones" page, under the "Location" menu. 

http://www.iso.org/iso/country_codes/iso_3166_code_lists/country_names_and_code_elements.htm
http://www.iso.org/iso/country_codes/iso_3166_code_lists/country_names_and_code_elements.htm
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_country_calling_codes
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● Does it need zip/postal code? Indicates whether a user living in this country must 
give a zip code or not when signing up to your shop. 

● Zip/post code format. You may also give more detail on the format of the postal 
code (or zip code). If you do not put anything, PrestaShop will not verify the validity 
of the zip code when given a new address for this country. 
Use the following codes for the postal code: "L" for one letter, "N" for one number 
and "C" for the country's ISO code (the one which you entered in the ISO field 
above). 
If you do not know the country's postal code format, you can rely on this Wikipedia 
page http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_postal_codes. Make sure you do NOT 
copy/paste the notation from Wikipedia, but to adapt it! For instance, Wikipedia 
indicates "AAA 9999*" for Malta, so the notation for PrestaShop becomes "LLL 
NNNN" (without the final *). 

● Address format. Give details about the address layout, when displaying it to 
customers. You can click on the various helper links on the side of the text-field in 
order to add more fields. In live usage, they are automatically replaced by 
PrestaShop with the data from the customer's account. 
Your changes are only saved when you save the whole page. If you have made a 
mistake, you can make use of one of the four helper buttons at the bottom of the 
form, depending on your situation. 

● Active. A disabled country will not be suggested as an option when a visitor wants 
to register and create a new account. 

● Contains states. Indicates whether the country has "states" or not. This adds a new 
field to the PrestaShop address form. Note that "states" can be regions, provinces, 
departments... anything that makes sense to that country's postal service. 

● Do you need a tax identification number? A Tax Identification Number is an 
identification number used by the country's revenue service in the administration 
of tax laws. Not every country needs of even has such a number for business. Inquire 
about this with the country's revenue service. 

● Display tax label (e.g. "Tax incl."). Choose whether the tax status (included or 
excluded) should be displayed next to the prices or not. 

● Shop association. You can make the country only available to a selection of your 
shops, for instance shops that target a specific locale. 

 

  

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_postal_codes
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Zones 
PrestaShop's zones are a list of the world's subregions 
(http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Subregion). It helps categorize countries. 
 

 
 
If needed, you can create more zones: click on "Add new zone" to display the creation 
form. 

 
 
All you need is a name and a status, for instance indicating that you do not allow deliveries 
in Oceania. 
When in multistore mode, you can also associate a zone with a selection of stores. 
  

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Subregion
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States 

By "States", PrestaShop calls first-level administrative divisions of a country. In the United-
States, they are called states; in Italy, it is regioni (singular: regione); in France, it is régions; 
in the United-Kingdom, it is regions.  
 
By default, PrestaShop provides you with a set of states: 54 US states and territories, 31 
Mexican estados, 13 Canadian provinces and territories, 34 Indonesian provinsi, 24 
Argentinian provincias, 47 Japanese todōfuken, and 110 
Italian province (singular: provincia). 
 

 
 
Having states properly defined in your database helps better represent the delivery 
possibilities of your carriers. These states can also be essential for tax rates calculation, 
depending on the country. It is therefore important to enter all of a given country's 
administrative divisions if they are important to your carriers.  
You can find a list of such divisions on this Wikipedia 
page: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Table_of_administrative_divisions_by_country. 
 

☝  The PrestaShop address form currently only lists states which are available for the 
customer to choose. Therefore, make sure to use a sensible list when adding content to 
your states list. That is the reason why, for instance, the list contains Italian province 
(second-level administrative divisions) rather than regioni (first-level administrative 
divisions). 
 

 

Adding a New State 

Let's create a new state. Click the "Add new state" button to get to the creation form. 

 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Table_of_administrative_divisions_by_country
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● Name. The name of the state, as it should be displayed on invoices and the package. 
It should therefore be in the language of the state's country. 

● ISO code. The state's ISO-3166-2 code: 
1. Go to this Wikipedia page: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/ISO_3166-2, 
2. Click the state's country two-letter code (in the "Entry" column of the main 

table of the above mentioned Wikipedia page), 
3. On that same page, find the state's code (it should be in a list on the page, or 

in the text for the smallest countries), 
4. If there is one, remove the country's prefix in order to keep the code under 4 

characters. For instance, the full ISO 3166-2 for Devon, in the United Kingdom, 
is "GB-DEV". Simply use "DEV" as the state's ISO code – it already is attached 
to the country using PrestaShop's "Country" drop-down list (see next step). 

● Country. Indicate its country using the drop-down list. 
● Zone. Indicate its geographical zone using the drop down list. Pay attention not to 

use the wrong zone, as this can mix up PrestaShop's country and zone settings. 
● Status. A disabled state will not be suggested as an option when a visitor wants to 

register and create a new account. 

  

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/ISO_3166-2
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Managing Taxes 

 

Taxes are a complex subject, which should be fully understood as it can have a significant 
impact on your product prices or your shipping fees. While this user-guide is not 
meant to teach all the ins-and-outs of taxes, we will try our best to give you pointers. 
 
Taxes are a "compulsory contribution to state revenue, levied by the government on 
workers' income and business profits or added to the cost of some goods, services, and 
transactions". In short, every product you sell is subject to sales taxes, which depend on 
your state's tax laws. In effect, you contribute to your state or government functioning 
(public goods and services) with a percentage of all your sales, as defined by local tax 
rates. 
 
There are hosts of tax rates in the World, and they vary considerably from one country 
to another, and even within a single country if it has federal states (USA, Germany, 
Spain, Russia...). You should therefore make sure to strictly conform to your country's 
tax laws, and even those of your state or town if they apply to you. Check with your 
local tax representative as soon as possible in order to get all the official details. 
 

 
By default in PrestaShop, a tax applies to all countries/states/zones. If order to apply a 
specific tax rate for a single country or a set of countries (and not some others), you must 
create a tax rule. The tax rule is then applied on a per-product basis, during the creation of 
the product ("Prices" tab). 
You cannot directly apply a tax to a product; you can only apply tax rules. Therefore, you 
must first register all relevant taxes, and then create a tax rule for that tax in order to specify 
the countries where the tax applies, and finally set the tax rule to the product. 
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Taxes 
This page lists all the taxes already created in your shop. It allows you to also create new 
taxes if needed. For each tax, you will see its name, rate, and status. You can activate or 
deactivate it right from the tax list, or you can edit or delete a tax using the action button 
at the far right. 

 

Tax options 

At the bottom of the page is the "Tax options" section. These options apply to the whole 
shop and to all of the orders. 

 

● Enable tax. Whether or not taxes are included in each purchase. 
● Display tax in the shopping cart. You might prefer the customer not to be aware 

of the taxes that are applied to the order. In that case, disable this option. 
● Based on. The customer can choose to have the product not delivered at the same 

address as the one the order invoice should be sent to. This can have a great 
impact on taxes. By default, PrestaShop bases its tax rates on the delivery address, 
but you can choose to have them based on the billing address. 

● Use ecotax. The ecotax refers to "taxes intended to promote ecologically 
sustainable activities via economic incentives". It is a tax that shop owners pay in 
order to "feel the social burden of their actions". Learn more about ecotax on 
Wikipedia. Once you have enabled the use of ecotax, all your products' back office 
page will feature an "Ecotax (tax incl.)" field in their "Pricing" tab. You should fill 
that field with the exact value of the tax, which depends on your country's tax laws 
(it is probably based on the product's price). 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ecotax
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If you decide to enable the ecotax after having added products, you will have to edit them 
all in order to set the tax properly for each product. Note that if you have set ecotaxes for 
your products already, and that you choose to disable ecotax, then all your products will 
lose their ecotax settings. Re-enabling the ecotax will mean having to set all your 
products' ecotaxes again. The ecotax will also appear to the customer, on the product's 
page. 

Adding a new tax 

Adding a new tax is very easy because tax rules take out all the burden of having to 
specify the countries where the tax applies. The tax creation form is therefore very short: 

● Name. Be very specific, as this will help you build tax rules faster. We recommend 
adding reminders within the name, such as the country/group/zone the tax 
applies to, and its rate. It helps you remember which tax is to be used in a tax rule. 

● Rate. The exact rate, in the XX.XX format. 
● Enable. You can disable and re-enable a tax at any time. 

 

Tax Rules 

Tax rules make it so that taxes are only applied to selected countries. 
 

By default in PrestaShop, a tax applies to all countries/states/zones. In order to apply a 
specific tax rate for a single country or a set of countries (and not some others), you must 
create a tax rule. The tax rule is then applied on a per-product basis, during the creation of 
the product ("Pricing" tab). 

You cannot directly apply a tax to a product; you can only apply tax rules. Therefore, you 
must first register all relevant taxes, then create a tax rule for that tax in order to specify the 
countries where the tax applies, and finally set the tax rule to the product. 

A few sample taxes rules are already in place, which depends on the country you chose for 
your shop during the installation of PrestaShop. The tax rules are set for each tax: the rules 
actually serve as a kind of country filter, limiting the use of that tax to a specific set of 
countries. 

 

You should edit a couple of the presented rules in order to get a better grasp of how tax 
rules can be set. 
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Adding a new tax rule 

You can add as many tax rules as needed to your PrestaShop installation. Not only that, but 
you should make sure that all of the needed tax rules are registered in your shop. 

Creating a new tax rule is done in two steps: 

1. Create the tax rule: 
● Click on the "Add new tax rules group" button. 
● In the form that appears, name the rule. Use a telling name: use the tax 

rule's country code, its name, maybe even its rate, so as to find it again 
easily. If PrestaShop already has tax rules for the target country, use their 
name as inspiration so as to have some consistency. 
 

 
 

● Select whether the rule should be enabled from the get-go or not. You can 
enable it later if needed. 

● Click the "Save and stay" button. The page reloads, with a table header at 
the bottom and a new form. 
 

2. Specify the country and behaviors: 
● Fill in the fields from the "New tax rule" section: 

 
● Country. The target country for the rule you are creating. 

● State. Some countries have federal states registered in 
PrestaShop (see the "States" page, under the "Localization" 
menu). In that case, you can make the tax even more 
specific, or choose to have it applied to the whole country. 
You can select more than one state by pressing the Ctrl key 
when clicking on state names. 

● Zip/postal code range. Whether the country has registered states 
or not, you can further specify the tax application using the 
customer's zip code. This field enables you to define zip codes in 
which the tax should be applied: either enter a single zip code or 
define a range using the dash. For instance, use "75000-75012" to 
create a range for all zip codes between these two. 
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● Behavior. Some customers might have an address that matches 
more than one of your tax rules. In that case, you can choose how 
this tax rule should behave: 

● This Tax Only. Will apply only this tax, not any of the other 
matching taxes. 

● Combine. Combine taxes. For instance: 100€ + (10% + 5% => 
15%) => 115€. 

● One After Another. Apply taxes one after another. For 
instance: 100€ + 10% => 110€ + 5% => 115.5€. 

● Tax. The tax to be used for this tax rule. That tax must already be 
registered in PrestaShop. If not: choose "No tax", disable the tax rule, 
save it, go create a tax on the "Taxes" page, then come back to edit 
the tax rule. 

● Description. You may add a short text as a reminder of why this tax 
rule exists for this country. 

 Click on "Save and stay". The country is added to the table below, and you 
can start adding another country to this tax rule group by clicking "Add a 
new tax rule". 

Note that the default rate applied to your products will be based on your store's default 
country. 
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Translations 

PrestaShop provides you with a full translation tool for your shop. This helps you add and 
edit your pages translations. This way, you are the master of your shop and can handle 
your translated strings, or expressions, without having to wait for official translators to 
publish their corrections. Indeed, PrestaShop comes in many languages, and both the 
administration panel and the default theme are already translated in more than 25 
languages, but some languages are not complete yet. 
 
Even if you do not want to correct the translators' work, you might want to change the 
wording they chose to use (less formal, less wordy, etc.), and customize the various 
available text, thus tailoring your website to your audience; for instance, a hip-hop 
clothing shop might be better off using different expressions from that of a luxury 
watches shop. 
 
 
The process of adapting a program to foreign languages is called internationalization and 

localization, or i18n and L10n for short. 
 
Internationalization is the first step, where developers choose a mechanism for the 
translation of the software. All the strings of the software are then converted to make use 
of this mechanism. Localization is the second step, where bi- or multi-lingual users of the 
software actually translate the original strings into their own language. Localization may 
also include providing local data in order to further improve the software for local users. 
You can learn more about i18n and L10n on Wikipedia. 
 
The PrestaShop team has chosen to use its own built-in translation tool, so that anyone 
with a PrestaShop installation may customize their shop to their needs. All available 
translations are done by our community through an online tool, Crowdin, located at 
https://crowdin.net/project/prestashop-official. Join and help us so that PrestaShop is fully 
translated in your language too! 
 

 

  
Video - 5 Questions to ask before translating your online store 
 

 
 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Internationalization_and_localization
https://crowdin.net/project/prestashop-official
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Iw4lAuuA_pU&list=PLyZYn1MMU7-xT-L_zUyGnRBJmAuP6uc-c&index=27
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Iw4lAuuA_pU&list=PLyZYn1MMU7-xT-L_zUyGnRBJmAuP6uc-c&index=27
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Iw4lAuuA_pU&list=PLyZYn1MMU7-xT-L_zUyGnRBJmAuP6uc-c&index=27
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Iw4lAuuA_pU&list=PLyZYn1MMU7-xT-L_zUyGnRBJmAuP6uc-c&index=27
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Modifying a Translation 

The most important tool of the "Translation" page is in the "Modify translations" section. 
This is where you can choose to add a translation, and completely customize each and 
every sentence if you wish so. 

 

 

 

Select the part of the current translation that you wish to edit: 

● Back office translations. The text that is visible to you and your team from your 
store's administration panel. 

● Theme translations. The text visible to your customers when browsing your store. 
● Installed modules translations. The content from the modules. Note that 

modules which are available but not installed will not appear in the tool. 
● E-mail translations. The terms used in the default email templates. 
● Other translations. This category is meant to disappear in a coming version. It 

contains expressions that haven't been identified as being from the theme or the 
back office yet. 

 

☝  If you are looking for a specific expression either in "Back office", "Theme" or "Email 
templates" sections, but you are unable to find it, it might be under the "Other 
translations" section. 

  
Some categories have a second drop-down list, which lists the available themes. 
PrestaShop themes have their own strings but can also have their own modules and 
email templates. The drop-down list enables you to choose which theme you want to 
work with. Once your selection done, choose the language code of the language in which 
you wish to edit that category of translation and click on "Modify". A new page opens 
where you can manage translations. It is organized into several sections. 
 

Searching for an Expression 

At the top of the page, there is a search bar to help you find a specific word, sentence or 
expression that you could want to modify or translate. On the right, it indicates the 
number of expressions available in this section, and how many are not translated yet, in 
the language you selected. 
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Enter the searched expression and click "Search" to find it. The expressions matching your 
search will be displayed below, with a notification indicating how many results were 
found. You can either modify or translate it and click "Save" to save your changes. Clicking 
"Reset" will replace your custom translation by the official PrestaShop translations: either 
restore the initial translation if a translation was available or empty the field if no 
translation was available. 

You can browse the tree on the left to find all the sentences matching your search: 

 

 

 
 

Browsing Translations 

The left column is here to help you browse through 
the various strings available in the category you want 
to translate or modify. It relies on what we call 
translation domains: each expression within 
PrestaShop is assigned a domain, giving translators 
more context, and making it possible to know where 
this expression is displayed in PrestaShop, and what 
it is about. 
 
 
 
For the back office and front office section, you will see two main domains, the second 
being modules. Indeed, modules have content that can either be displayed on the back or 
the front office, so these expressions will be available when you want to translate the back 
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or front office. Beside each domain, the number of missing expressions is displayed. It helps 
you know where you should focus is you want to fully translate PrestaShop. To see the 
expressions for a domain, click its name: you will see all the expressions on the right. 
 
 
 
Domains structure 

 
While at first it can seem complicated to browse through translations domains, you will 
quickly understand how it works and you will easily find your way through the domain 
tree. 
Each section (back office or theme) is further divided into functional domains, 
matching each sections of the back office (or theme). 
 
For example, for the back office, the following domains correspond to their matching 
pages in the interface: 
AdminCatalog, AdminModules, AdminDesign, AdminShipping, AdminPayment, 
AdminInternational, AdminShopParam and AdminAdvParameters. 
AdminOrdersCustomers contains the expressions for the “Orders”, “Customers” and 
“Customer Service” sections from the back office. 
 
These domains can have several sublevels: Feature, Notification, and Help. It means 
the following: 
Feature: everything specific to a functional domain. If you’re in the “Shipping” section, 
the domain Admin.Shipping.Feature will contain all the expressions displaying in the 
Shipping menu, that are particular to these pages. 
Notification: info, success, warning or error messages specific to the functional domain 
and the pages it includes. 
Help: help text and placeholders. 
 
On the other side, some domains are more generic: 
AdminNavigation is about all the strings from the menu, footer, and header of the 
back office. 
AdminActions gathers all the call-to-actions, buttons or links that you find on the back 
office, and that are quite generic (“Save”, “Add”, “Delete”, etc.) 
AdminNotifications are all the warning, error or success messages that can appear in 
the back office.They must be general notifications applying to any part of the software 
(e.g. “Settings updated”). 
AdminGlobal is contains anything which doesn’t fall into the other categories but is 
still related to the back office, given that it can be found in a lot of occurrences 
(“Status”, “Settings”, “Enabled”, etc.) AND in different parts of the software too. 
 
The same logic can be applied to the theme translations: 
ShopTheme and its sublevels (Catalog, CustomerAccount, Checkout, Actions) are the 
expressions from the default theme and its main sections 
ShopForms are specific to the various forms you can find on the default theme 
ShopNotifications are the messages showing up on your shop, whether it is error or 
success messages. 
 

Modifying Translations 

When you open a domain to see all its strings, you can then modify existing translations, or 
fill out missing ones. Clicking "Save" will logically save your changes. You have one button 
at the top of the page, and another one at the bottom of the page. Clicking "Reset" will 
replace your custom translation by the official PrestaShop translations: it either restores the 
initial translation if a translation was available or empties the field if no translation was 
available. 
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Some strings use a special syntax with placeholders, such as %s, %d, %1$s, %2$d, etc. 
 
When you find a string with such placeholder, it means that PrestaShop will replace it 
with an actual dynamic value before displaying the translated string. For instance, in 
the string "Your order on %s is complete", %s will be replaced by the shop's name. 
Therefore you should keep it in your final translation; for instance, in French, the 
translation would be "Votre commande sur %s a bien été enregistrée." 
 
Technically, having placeholders prevents strings from being split in parts. 

 

In case of a string with a placeholder, you should make sure that the content of that 
placeholder will be placed in the correct flow of the sentence, and avoid literal translation. 

 
Numbered placeholders (%1$s, %2$d, etc.) enable translators to rearrange the order of the 
placeholders in the string while maintaining the information each is replaced with. This 
way, a French translator could choose to translate "Order #%1$d from %2$s" into 
"Commande n°%1$s du %2$s" or "Le %2$s, commande n°%1$s". 
 

 
 

Modules Translations 

When you wish to translate a specific module, choose "Installed modules translations", then 
select the one module you want to edit. It will open a new page with the content from this 
module, and all its available strings. 
 
Depending on the module you are looking at, the interface could be different. Some 
modules are using a translation system specific to 1.7, while others are still using the 
former system from 1.6 version. In the end, it doesn't change anything for you, as you will 
be able to translate your modules just the same. 
 

  

Email templates 

 
Issues with email translation 
1.7.6 version has come with a couple of bugs on this part of the back office, due to its 
rework. But rest assured, they are all addressed and being fixed for PrestaShop 1.7.7. You 
can have a look at it here and there! 

The way email templates translations are handled is a bit different from the other 
translations. 

https://github.com/PrestaShop/PrestaShop/pull/14809
https://github.com/PrestaShop/PrestaShop/pull/16294
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Strings are split into fieldsets, but they are not simple text fields anymore. Each e-mail has 
two templates: an HTML one, which is styled and colored, and a text one, when is plain 
and simple. While the plain text one can be edited directly in the text field, the HTML one 
can only be edited by clicking on the "Edit this e-mail template" button at the bottom of 
the preview. That click turns the preview into a WYSIWYG text field (what you see is what 
you get), with a complete editor at the top (based on TinyMCE). In addition to editing the 
text, you can change the design as you see fit. For instance, you can change the colors in 
order to adhere to your shop's design. 

Note that the e-mail templates feature placeholders, such as {lastname} or {shop_name}, 
which PrestaShop replaces with the actual values when sending the e-mail. Make sure to 
keep them in both your translation. 

 

 

 
 
 

Add / Update a Language 

PrestaShop translations are available in packs, which combine all the different translation 
categories into a zip file. Many language packs are available freely for you to download 
and install, directly from the PrestaShop servers. PrestaShop will take care of 
downloading the language pack, unpacking it and creating the correct sub-folder in your 
installation's /translation folder. 

 

 

 

You can then manage the new language in the "Languages" page of the "Localization" 
menu. 

http://www.tinymce.com/
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Import a Language Pack Manually 

In the case where you do not want to use an official PrestaShop translation pack, but 
rather a custom one (either provided by someone you know, or one that you exported 
from another PrestaShop installation), then this tool is for you. 
 

 
Select the Zip file, select the theme to which you want that pack to be applied to, then 
click the "Import" button, and it will install the pack in the /translation folder. 
 

☝  If there is already a language folder with the same ISO 639-1 code, it will be replaced by 
the files from the pack you are importing. 
 

 

Export a language 

You can create your own language pack using this tool, either as a way of making a 
backup of your customizations or in order to share your translations with other 
PrestaShop installation – your own or someone else's. 

 

 

 

Simply choose the language and the theme of the translation you wish to export, and 
click the "Export" button. Note that the pack will contain the theme that your translation 
is supposed to support. 
 

Copy 
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You can copy the content of one language to another. This is especially useful when you 
wish to replace a theme's language with the same language from another theme. 

 

 

Choose the source language and theme, then the destination language and theme, then 
click the "Copy" button. In most case, the language should remain the same in both drop-
down lists. 
 

☝   If there is already a language folder for this language in the destination theme, it will 
be replaced by the files from the language and theme you are copying. You might 
prefer to first create a new language for the destination theme before copying the 
source language to it. 
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Configuring  
Your Shop 

 

The "Configure" section enables you to configure and fine-
tune some of your shop's details. These include a lot of 
different aspects of the shop, from technical settings to the 
customer's shopping experience. Therefore, all of these 
parameters should be carefully examined, and you should 
consider each option, as enabling or disabling any of them 
can have a real impact on your shop, and ultimately, your 
sales. 
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Configuring your Shop 
The shop parameters are centered around the customer's shopping experience. This is 
where you will define all the options regarding your customers, the orders and the general 
behavior of your shop. Check each of these pages before launching your shop: there are 
lots of choices you need to make before going live and each one can impact your 
customers' experience in a way. 
 

Configuring your Shop Parameters 

In addition to the general preferences, this page also includes the maintenance settings, 
of prime importance if you want to temporarily deactivate your shop: 
 

General Preferences 
The "General" page features a handful of specific settings that could not fit in the other 
menus. They are nonetheless essential: 

● Enable SSL. SSL means "Secure Sockets Layer", and includes TSL (for "Transport 
Layer Security"). Both are cryptographic Internet protocols which secure Web 
communications. You can read more about these protocols on 
Wikipedia: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Secure_Sockets_Layer. 
Providing an SSL connection to your shop is not only excellent for any Internet 
exchanges, but also a great way to reassure your customers about the safety of 
their own data (authentication, credit card, etc.) on your shop, as modern browsers 
now display visual cues showing that the connection is secured. If your hosting 
provider does support SSL, make sure to activate PrestaShop's SSL support, by 
clicking on the link. This will reveal a selector, where you should choose "Yes". SSL 
will be enabled on all checkout and account pages. 

● Enable SSL on all pages. This option is only available if you have enabled SSL. When 
active, all the pages of your shop will be SSL-secured (and not only the checkout and 
account pages). 

● Increase front office security. This adds security tokens to your shop in order to 
improve its security. In effect, each URL is specific to a customer's session, and 
cannot be used as-is on another browser, thus protecting whatever information 
they might have stored during that session. 

● Allow iframes on HTML fields. The option enables you to put iframes in text fields, 
such as product description. Iframes are HTML elements that make it possible to 
load an external content into the page's own content. We recommend that you 
leave this option disabled unless necessary. 

● Use HTMLPurifier Library. Customers can send information to your shop using text 
fields (for instance, product descriptions or customer information), but hackers can 
also try to use these fields to send malicious code in order to try and hack your shop. 
This option guarantees that any data sent to your shop is safe. You should only 
disable it if you know very well what you are doing. 

● Round mode. Once taxes and discount are applied, a price can feature too many 
decimals, such as $42.333333333. The round mode is used throughout PrestaShop, 
in the front office price display as well as during the price calculation process (taxes, 
discount, etc.). In and off themselves, they change little to the way things are 
calculated, but the impact is much bigger once taken into account in the invoice 
total, when many items are added up to taxes and discounts. 
There are six modes: 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Secure_Sockets_Layer
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o Round up away from zero, when it is half way there. This is the 
recommended mode. 42.55555555 becomes 42.56. 

o Round down towards zero, when it is half way there. 42.55555555 becomes 
42.56. 

o Round towards the next even value. 42.55555555 becomes 42.56. 
o Round towards the next odd value. 42.55555555 becomes 42.56. 
o Round up to the nearest value. 42.55555555 becomes 42.56. 
o Round down to the nearest value. 42.55555555 becomes 42.55. 

● Round type. This option enables you to choose the type of rounding, which can 
greatly impact the calculation of the total. There are three available types, in 
progressive order: 

o Round on each item. Each item price will be rounded before calculation of 
the total. If there are more than one of the same item, each of those will be 
rounded separately before calculation. 

o Round on each line. Each line of items will be rounded before calculation of 
the total.  If there are more than one of the same item, the rounding will be 
done on their total value. 

o Round on the total. The rounding will only be done on the final calculation, 
after the values of all items have been added up. 

● Number of decimals. You can choose the number of decimals that the value should 
be rounded to. For instance, if you choose "3", 42.333333333 becomes 42.334. 

● Display brands and suppliers.  Enable the suppliers and brands pages on your front 
office even when their respective modules are disabled. 

● Display best sellers. Enable the best-sellers pages on your front office even when 
the "Best-selling products" module is disabled. 

● Enable Multistore. This little option has major implications: it turns your single-shop 
installation of PrestaShop into a multiple stores installation. This gives you access to 
the new "Multistore" page in the "Advanced parameters" menu, and every 
administration page can be contextualized to apply its settings to either all stores, a 
specific group of stores, or a single store. 
You can read more about PrestaShop's multistore feature by reading the "Managing 
multiple shops" chapter of this guide. 

● Main Shop Activity. You might have set the wrong shop activity when installing 
PrestaShop. You can choose the correct activity here. 
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Maintenance 
Maintenance Settings 
This very simple preference page will be invaluable when you want to make changes to 
your shop without your customers noticing. For instance, when you are adding several new 
products at once, or when you want to change the theme and make several tests before 
making it available to the world. 
 

 
 
This page only has three options: 

● Enable Shop. You can use this option to disable your shop temporarily, for instance 
when you need to perform maintenance on your shop. 
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☝   The webservice will still be active, so your data will still be available to those 
with a key. If you want to also disable the webservice, go to the "Webservice" 
preference page, in the "Advanced parameters" menu. 
 

● Maintenance IP. The maintenance IP allows people to access the shop even if it is 
disabled. This means that you can prevent everyone on the Internet from 
accessing your shop, but still allow access to the computers used by your team 
members and yourself. To discover the IP address of a machine, go 
to http://www.whatismyip.com/ from that machine. Click "Add my IP" if you only 
want to add the IP of your current computer. 
If you want to add more IP addresses, separate them with commas ",". 

● Custom maintenance text. New in PrestaShop 1.7. You can display a message of 
your choice on the maintenance page, to let your customers know why you are on 
maintenance, and most importantly when your shop will be back to life. 

 

  

http://www.whatismyip.com/
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Order Settings 

The order settings are divided into two tabs. The first one includes all the parameters 
related to the orders, while the second lets you customize the order statuses. 

Orders Preferences 

The settings from the "Orders" preference page apply to the orders that your customers 
make, but also to some other details, such as gifting. 

General Preferences 

 

● Enable final summary. As required in some European countries, you might have to 
display an order summary (cart, address, delivery method...) just before the order 
confirmation button. 

● Enable guest checkout. Allows non-registered visitors to place an order, without 
having to create an account. 

● Disable reordering option. If set to "Yes", customers will not be able to reorder 
something in one click by going to their order history (this is requirement in some 
European countries: you must disable this option – and thus put this option on 
"Yes"). 

● Minimum purchase total required in order to validate order. Indicates the 
minimum amount that must be in the shopping cart to submit an order. If the 
amount in this field is not reached, your customer cannot complete their purchase. 
If you do not want to set a minimum amount, enter "0" in the field. 

● Recalculate shipping costs after order edition. New in 1.7. This will automatically 
recalculate the shipping costs when you have edited an order (added a product, 
changed the delivery address, etc.). It also makes it possible to change a carrier for 
an order that hasn't been confirmed yet, and thus update the shipping costs. 

● Delayed shipping. If you enable the "Allow ordering of out-of-stock products" 
option (in the "Products settings" page), you can allow order items to be dispatched 
as they become available, in as many shipments as needed (depending on how your 
team sees it fit). Initially, PrestaShop will split the order in two: the available items 
are sent right away, while the other items become a second order, waiting to be 
validated. 

● Terms of service. Makes your customers have to accept your terms of service before 
they can validate an order. 
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● Page for the Terms and conditions. Your shop's "Terms and conditions of use" are 
to be stored in a static page (see "Design > Pages"). Select which page to use so that 
PrestaShop can point to it correctly. 

Gift options 

 

● Offer gift wrapping. Have PrestaShop suggest gift-wrapping to customer, and the 
possibility of adding a printed a message. It is always a nice feature for people who 
want to send gifts through your shop. 

● Gift-wrapping price. Sets the price of your gift-wrapping service. 
● Gift-wrapping tax. If needed, indicates to which local tax the gift-wrapping is tied. 

You can add more taxes in the "Taxes" page, in the "International" menu. 
● Offer recycled packaging. If you can offer this service, many customers will 

appreciate it. 

 

Statuses 

Having different order or return statuses enables you to easily manage your orders and 
returns, and keep your customers informed of the evolution of their purchase. 
The various available statuses are visible and editable in the "Statuses" page, under the 
"Order settings" menu. 
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The page displays a list of the currently registered order statuses, along with: 

● Their distinctive colors: existing statuses have colors that help quickly decide if 
there's an issue with the order or if it all goes well. 

● Their icons. 
● Their ties to three PrestaShop behaviors (more are available): 

o Should the customer receive an e-mail when the order gets this status? 
o Is this a delivery status? 
o Does this status allow the customer to download and view a PDF version of 

the order's invoice? 
● The name of their e-mail template: you can edit these templates, language by 

language, in the "Translations" page under the "International" menu. In the "Modify 
translations" section of that page, choose "E-mail template translations" in the drop-
down menu, and then click on the language code of the language in which you wish 
to edit these templates. 

● Their action icons: "edit" and "delete". 

The return status list features less information because those statuses are merely labels 
with no impact on the order. 
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Creating a new order status 

You can create a new status with the "Add new order status" button at the top. The 
creation form opens. 

 
 
 
Fill out the form: 

● Status name. Keep it very short and distinctive. 
● Icon. You can use any 16*16 icon; for instance, the free FamFamFam Silk icon 

set: http://www.famfamfam.com/lab/icons/silk/. 
● Color. You should strive to have the status' color match the existing colors (if 

relevant). The default color usages are: 
o Red/Orange: canceled or refunded orders, 
o Crimson red: payment error, 
o Blue: orders which are still awaiting payment, 
o Light green: paid orders, 
o Dark green: delivered orders, 
o Purple: shipped orders, 
o Pink: back ordered orders. 

● Options: 
o Consider the associated order as validated. If enabled, this status marks all 

associated orders as "paid", and puts them in this same status. 
o Allow a customer to download and view PDF versions of their invoice. If 

disabled, you will have to send customers their invoice yourself. 
o Hide this state in all customer orders. This enables you to create internal 

statuses, for you and your team. Customers will never see this in their order 
status page. 

o Send an e-mail to customer when his/her order status has changed. 
When enabled, a drop-down menu appears to let you choose which mail 
template to use. 

o Attach invoice PDF to email. Send an email to the customer with the 
invoice in PDF format attached. 

o Attach delivery slip PDF to email. Send an email to the customer with the 
delivery slip in PDF format attached. 

http://www.famfamfam.com/lab/icons/silk/
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o Set the order as shipped. Be careful: once an order is set as "shipped", it 
cannot be set back to the previous status. 

o Set the order as paid. Same here: once an order is set as "paid", it cannot be 
set back to the previous status. 

o Show delivery PDF. Displays the delivery PDF. 

Creating a new return status 

You can create a return status with the "Add new return status" button at the top. The 
creation form opens. 

 
It only features two fields: 

● Status name. Set your desired status name. 
● Color. Set its color 

Finally, save your creation. 
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Product Settings 
Products Preferences 
This page contains the preferences pertaining to how your products are to be handled and 
displayed by PrestaShop. 

General preferences 

 

● Catalog mode. Enabling catalog mode turns your shop into a simple gallery of 
products, with no way to buy the items whatsoever. 

● Number of days for which the product is considered 'new'. When you add a 
product to your shop, it is considered new and it is available on the "New products" 
page. The field allows you to specify how many days the product will remain visible 
on this page. With this feature, you choose how to display and update your shop's 
novelties. The "New products" page is usually most accessed by your regular 
customers. 

● Max size of product summary. Your product has two descriptions: a "summary" 
and a regular description. The summary, which appears in search engines and in 
the category description for your product, is limited to 800 characters by default. 

● Quantity discount based on. This setting indicates upon what PrestaShop should 
base quantity discounts: per-product, or per-combination (which can feature 
multiple products). 

● Force update of friendly URL. By default, the friendly URL of a product page is 
generated from the product title, and it stays the same even though the product 
title changes – because in order to be well referenced, your URLs should be stable. 
By enabling this option, PrestaShop will update the friendly URL every time you 
change the product's name or page's title. 

● Enable by default.  If you enable this option, new products will automatically be 
activated when you create them. 
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Pagination preferences 

 

● Products per page. Indicate how many products are displayed on the pages of 
your categories. 

● Default order by. Indicate the order of products in your shop's categories. 6 
choices are available: 

● Product name. Displays your products based on the alphabetical order. 
● Product price. Displays your products according to their prices. 
● Product add date. Displays your products according to the date it was 

added to your shop. 
● Product modified date. When you edit a product, its modification date is 

changed. This option makes them appear in the order of modification date. 
● Position inside category. Displays your products as they are positioned in 

the categories in your catalog. The position of the products can be modified 
directly in the catalog of your shop using the position arrows. This way you 
have your products in the most attractive fashion for your customers. 

● Brand. Displays your products in alphabetical order of their brands' names. 
● Product quantity. Displays your products based on their available quantity. 
● Product reference. Displays your products based on their reference 

number. 
● Default order method. The above options can be sorted by ascending or 

descending order. 

Product page preferences 
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● Display available quantities on the product page. By enabling this feature, your 
visitors can see the quantities of each product available in stock. Displaying this 
information can be used to stimulate sales in the case where the quantity in stock 
is low. The quantities displayed are the selected attributes and combination. 

● Display remaining quantities when quantity is lower than. You can choose to 
display an alert when the remaining available stock for a product gets below a 
certain level. This option is particularly useful for promoting purchases. The text 
and placement of the alert depend on the theme; in the default theme, it is "Last 
items in stock", and is placed next to the "Add to cart" button. 

● Display unavailable product attributes on product page. Your products can be 
composed of man 

Products stock preferences 

 

● Allow ordering of out-of-stock products. If a product does not have any available 
stock anymore, the customer can still order it. 

● Enable stock management. This option gives you access to basic stock 
management options and features: you can set the current quantity of product, 
and have PrestaShop lower it for each order, and "re-stock" for each canceled or 
returned order. By default you should leave this feature enabled, as disabling it 
affects the entire inventory management of your shop. Only if you do not have any 
physical inventory should you disable it – for instance, if you only have virtual 
products. 

● Label of in-stock products. Display a label for in-stock products. 
● Label of out-of-stock products with allowed backorders. Display a label for out-

of-stock products with allowed backorders. 
● Label of out-of-stock products with denied backorders. Display a label for out-

of-stock products with denied backorders. 
● Delivery time of in-stock products. Recommended to Europeans merchants in 

order to comply with the legislation. 
● Delivery time of out-of-stock products with allowed backorders. 

Recommended to Europeans merchants in order to comply with the legislation. 
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● Default pack stock management. When you sell packs of products, the way your 
stock is updated depends on this option. You have three possibilities: 

● Decrement pack only. When a pack is sold, only the stock for the pack will 
be impacted. 

● Decrement products in pack only. When a pack is sold, only the stock for 
each product will be impacted. 

● Decrement both. When a pack is sold, both the stock for the pack and the 
stock for each product will be impacted. 

This setting can be changed for each one of your pack in their own product page, in 
the "Quantities" tab. 

 
 

Customer Settings 
Like for the orders, this section gathers everything related to the management of your 
customers. When launching your shop, you should think about how you want to organize 
your customers in groups, which social titles should be available, and other specific settings. 
This is where it takes place. 
 

Customers Preferences 
The "Customers" page bring together specifically customer-related options, most notably 
the B2B mode. 

 

● Re-display cart at login. If the customer had a cart that was not checked-out, 
display it once he or she logs back in. 

● Send an email after registration. You can have PrestaShop send an e-mail to any 
newly-created customer with a summary of his account information (email, 
password) after registration. 

● Password reset delay. You can choose to limit the frequency at which a customer 
can generate a new password for his or her account. By default, it is set at 360 
minutes – 6 hours. 

● Enable B2B mode. The B2B mode brings a handful of new features to your store. 
Customers are no longer considered as individuals but as companies, and therefore 
some new options appear:  

o The customer profile has new fields related to professional information 
(Duns number in the USA, SIRET number in France, CNPJ number in Brazil, 
etc.), 

o Prices can be masked to specific groups, 
o Prices can be managed on a per-customer basis for the whole catalog or per 

category, 
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o Invoices can be generated manually, 
o etc. 

● Ask for birthdate. You can choose to request the customer's birth date at 
registration, or not. If you do, it is a good practice to let customers know why, and to 
really use it (by sending a discount or a small gift for example).  

● Enable partner offers. You might have an agreement with one or several business 
partners to suggest the subscription to their newsletter to your customers. If it is the 
case, then you should enable this option. At registration, a check box will appear: 
"Receive offers from our partners". 
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Customer Groups 

 
PrestaShop enables you to give your customers certain privileges, by assigning them to 
groups. You can create as many customer groups as needed, and assign a user to as many 
groups as you like. 
 
This is all done from the "Groups" tab, under the "Customers settings" menu. 
 

 
By default, three special groups are available: 

● Visitor. All persons without a customer account or unauthenticated. 
● Guest. All persons who placed an order with the Guest Checkout – that option 

needs to be enabled. 
● Customer. All persons who created an account on your shop, and are 

authenticated. 

✔ These three groups cannot be deleted. 
 

 
To create more groups, click the "Add new group" button: you will get a creation form. 
 

 

● Name. Use a short and descriptive name. 
● Discount (%). The discount that you can set for members of this group applies to 

all products on your shop. 
You may prefer not to set any discount value, and create cart rules instead. 

● Price display method. PrestaShop is frequently used in the Business to Business 
(B2B) sector. You can create a group of customers who can buy products without 
paying taxes. The drop-down list gives you a choice between "tax included" and 
"tax excluded". 

● Show prices. By default, all users of your shop can view the prices. You may prefer 
some to not have access to your product prices. For instance, you could make it so 
users can only view prices if they have an account. In that case, you should edit the 
"Visitors" group so that "Show prices" is set to "No".  
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Once these settings are in place, you can save the group as-is, or add per-category and/or 
per-module settings. In that second case, after the group has been saved, open it again: the 
form will load with two more options: 

● Category discount. Click on the "Add a category discount" to bring up a new 
window, which contains a list of all your categories. You can pick one, and apply a 
specific discount which will apply for that group of customers only, and to that 
category only. 
Note that: 

o Only products which have this category as their default category will be 
affected by the discount. Products which have this category as a secondary 
category will not be affected. 

o This category discount will replace any other discount that members of this 
group would otherwise enjoy on this category. 

o You can add as many category discounts for this customer group as you 
need – thereby enabling to entirely give this group a whole set of different 
discounts if you feel the need. 

● Authorized modules. This section enables you to block members of this group to 
access and use some of your shop's modules. For instance, you might prefer some 
customers not to be able to see your top-sellers or your specials.  

 
You can add a customer to a group of your choice by editing the customer's details: from 
the list of customers (in the "Customers" page under the "Customers" menu), click on the 
Edit button on the customer's row. Then, in the "Group access" table, select the group(s) to 
which you want your customer to belong. If you assign the customer to more than one 
group, remember to set their main group with the "Default customer group" option. 
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Social Titles 
The social title tool helps you better define your customers: in the customers list, you can 
choose to only display customers having a given social title. Modules may also rely on social 
titles for certain features. 
 

 
Clicking on the "Add new social title" button brings you to a form: 

 

● Social title. You can choose anything, from the very common ("Sir", "Lady", 
"Gentleman", etc.) to the very unusual ("Jedi", "Magnificent One", "Money carrier"...). 
The important thing when departing from the commonly accepted titles is to 
reflect your shop's true identity. 

● Gender. Some titles may apply to both male and female customers, or to neither. 
In that last case, be sure then to set that option to "Neutral". 

● Image. A 16*16 image file representing the title. Classic gender symbols are the 
Mars and Venus ones (♂ and ♀), but there are many other possibilities. PrestaShop 
enables you to characterize your creation with a unique image. 

● Image width and Image height. PrestaShop works best with 16*16 image, and will 
resize your image if it bigger than that. Nevertheless, you might feel necessary to 
use bigger images, and these two options enable you to set the exact size required 
by your image. If you enter "0", PrestaShop will simply use the image's original size. 
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Contact 
Your shop offers several points of contact to your customers, from a contact form to a list 
of your physical stores (if any). These pages are where you configure anything related to 
your contact details. 

Contacts 

The "Contact us" page on your store displays a contact form to get in touch with you. 
According to your customers' needs, their messages can be sent to different services so 
that the right person will handle the requests. 
You can create multiple contact accounts to better dispatch their requests. For example: 
customer service, technical support, sales department, etc.  
On the "Contacts" page, you can access the existing list of contacts. In order for the message 
to be redirected to the intended recipient, you must configure the contacts in your shop. 
 

 

Creating a new contact 

Click the "Add new contact" button to access the contact creation form: 

● Title. The name of the contact: either a person's name or the name of the service 
itself. You could also choose to use a sentence, such as "I have a problem with my 
order", "I want to return a product" or "I want to become a partner". Indeed, this 
information is displayed in the "Subject" drop-down menu of the contact form, and 
this is what your customer will see when contacting you. 

● E-mail address. The address can be the same as another contact. In fact, all contacts 
can share the same address if you don't really have a team – customers will never 
know, but having many contacts helps them trust your shop, as it means there are 
many people working for your shop. 

● Save messages?. Indicate if the e-mail is to be saved in the "Customer Service" tool, 
or simply sent to the e-mail address. If disabled, PrestaShop will not help you handle 
customer service for this contact. This might be useful for "Partner e-mail", as you 
might not want your customer service employees to have access to these. 

● Description. Make it short, no more than a single line, as it can be displayed to the 
customer in the contact form (depending on your theme). 
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How the customer can contact you 

To contact the appropriate team of employees from your shop's front office, the customer 
clicks either on the "Contact us" link at the top of the page, or one at the bottom of the 
page. The contact form appears. 

 
The customer is then asked to choose the service to contact, enter the e-mail address and 
then complete the message. A drop-down menu makes it possible to choose which order 
is being discussed, and even which product from that order. 
 
The module "Contact Information" also allows you to display your contact details in the 

footer and the "Contact Us" page on your shop. Your contact details are managed in 
the "Stores" page. 
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Stores and Contact Details 

Store Contact Preferences 

PrestaShop provides a list of your physical store to your customers, with detailed contact 
information. Obviously, this feature is only useful if you do have physical stores, where 
customers can come buy products. 
Customers can reach the "Stores" page from the footer of your shop. 
You cannot disable this feature, but you can make it inaccessible to customers: 

● Disable or delete all the stores listed in the "Stores" administration page. 
● Disable the link in the footer: in the "Link Widget" administration page, remove the 

"Stores" link from the "Our company" block. 

At this point, the page will still exist and it will still be accessible to search engines. To delete 
it for good, you should: 

● Go to "Traffic > SEO & URLs" 
● Find the "stores" page 
● Delete it 

If some day you want to have the "Stores" page back, you should create a new page in the 
"SEO & URLs" page, with the following information: 

● Page name: Select "stores" 
● Page title: "Stores" 
● Rewritten URL: "stores" 

Store list 

You can choose how these stores are displayed in the front office. The customer can 
access them through the "Stores" link (depending on the theme). 

 
 
In your interface, all your stores are listed in a handy list, giving every store's information as 
well as an indicator telling whether the store is currently active or not – you might for 
instance want to gather the information for a new store in advance, in order to have its 
page ready for the launch. 
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Adding a new physical store 

As usual, click "Add new store" to reach the store creation form. 

 
 
Fill as many of the fields as possible, as they will be displayed to your customers. 
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One important field is the "Latitude/Longitude" one, as this is what your theme might use 
to indicate the location of your store. You can use Steve Morse's online tool to get the 
lat/long coordinates of a given address: http://stevemorse.org/jcal/latlon.php. 
 
Make sure to add a picture of the store front, as this is how your customers will be able to 
find it once in the street. 
 
Finally, the business hours are an essential part of any physical store, and you should be as 
precise as possible about them. 
 

Contact details 

This section enables you to give the main details of your company, rather than those of a 
specific shop. You should fill all the fields with information on your headquarters, as this is 
certainly the address customers will use to contact you, or even visit you. 
 

 
 

http://stevemorse.org/jcal/latlon.php
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These fields should be carefully filled: 

● Shop name. The name of your store. Keep it short, as it will be used in all your 
correspondence and page titles. 

● Shop email. The official contact address for your business. Use the general contact 
e-mail address that the customers should see when they receive an e-mail from 
your shop. 

● Registration number. Indicate your company's legal registration numbers, which 
depends on your country's legal system (Duns number in the USA, SIRET number 
in France, CNPJ number in Brazil, etc.). This shows that you are a fully registered 
business, thus giving a more reassuring opinion of your shop to your potential 
customers. 

● Shop address line 1 / Address line 2 / Postal code/Zip 
code / City / State / Country. Use the official contact address of your business. The 
"State" option only appears when the selected country has states set in your 
database (through the "States" page in the "Localization" menu) 

● Phone. The official contact phone number for your business. If you'd rather 
customers not call you, do not put anything in there. 

● Fax. The official contact fax number for your business. 

☝  Do not use a colon (":") in your store's name, as it might prevent some features from 
working (for instance, e-mail sending might fail). 
You can replace the colon with a dash if you need to have two sections in the title. For 
instance, use "MyStore – The best place for items to buy" instead of "MyStore: The best 
place for items to buy". 
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Traffic 
The traffic section is here for you to handle the settings that can influence the traffic 
coming to your site, most notably, everything related to search engine optimization (SEO), 
but also your affiliate programs. 
 

SEO and URL 
SEO & URLs Preferences 
The tools on this page help you improve the presence of your PrestaShop site on web 
searches, and therefore reach more potential customers. 
SEO means "Search Engine Optimization". It represents a set of techniques and best 

practices aimed at improving the visibility of a website on search engines. You can read 
more about this on Wikipedia. URL is short for "Uniform Resource Locator" or, simply 
put, the online address of a web page. You can read more about what a URL is on 
Wikipedia. 
 

 
By default, PrestaShop's deep URLs (that is, specific pages rather than online the domain 
name) are uninformative to both customers and search engines: a URL such as 
http://www.myprestashop.com/product.php?id_product=27 does not help visitors know 
what product is on that page. Friendly URLs are the way to achieve that and get for instance 
http://www.myprestashop.com/2-music-players/27-ipod-nano-green. 
 
As you can see in the second example above, both categories and products can have a 
friendly URL: in the example above, id_category=2 becomes 2-music-players, and 
id_product=27 becomes 27-ipod-nano-green. While the ID number cannot be removed by 
default, the words can be either generated from the category/product name or written by 
hand. This is done directly in the configuration page for the product or the category (in the 
"Catalog" menu): the "Friendly URL" field can be found directly on the main configuration 
page of a category and under the "SEO" tab of the configuration page of a product. 
 
There are other individual pages in your PrestaShop install that would certainly benefit 
from friendly URLs: CMS pages, user account pages, pages with automatically generated 
content. The "SEO & URLs" page presents you with a list of these pages and enables you to 
edit their friendly URLs as well as their meta tags (title, description, keyword). 
 
  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Search_engine_optimization
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/URL
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☝  Friendly URLs only work with a server setup that supports URL rewriting (through the 
Apache Web Server mod_rewrite feature, for instance). Make sure to check that your 
server does (if needed, ask your hosting provider!), as it can make your shop completely 
unavailable to customers if you enable friendly URLs and the server does not support it! 

Homepage SEO settings 
 
In order to change the homepage meta tags, you simply need to open the "SEO & URLs" 
page and click on "index" to reach the page's settings and freely edit its important SEO 
information. 
 

 
 
A few tips: 
- The default homepage title is the name of the store, and therefore the index' title field 
is empty. If you put content in the field, the homepage's full title will be replaced by 
your input.  
The name of the store itself is set during the installation of PrestaShop, and can be 
changed from the "Store Contacts" preference page, using the "Shop name" option of 
the "Contact details" section. 
- Keep your description short: a paragraph of text is enough. 
- To add a meta keyword, click in the "Add tag" field and validate by pressing return. 
You can remove tags by clicking the cross. 
- You do not have to add a rewritten URL if there is already one. 
 
Note that if your store has already been indexed by Google or any other search engine, 
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it might take a while for your changes to appear in the search results. Please be 
patient. 
 

 
Homepage SEO settings 
 
In order to change the homepage meta tags, you simply need to open the "SEO & URLs" 
page and click on "index" to reach the page's settings and freely edit its important SEO 
information. 
 

 
 

A few tips: 

● The default homepage title is the name of the store, and therefore the index' title 
field is empty. If you put content in the field, the homepage's full title will be 
replaced by your input. The name of the store itself is set during the installation of 
PrestaShop and can be changed from the "Contact Details" tab, available in the 
Shop Parameters > Contact section of the back office. 

● Keep your description short: a paragraph of text is enough. 
● To add a meta keyword, click on the field and validate by pressing "Return". You 

can remove tags by clicking the cross. 
● You do not have to add a rewritten URL if there is already one. 

Note that if your store has already been indexed by Google or any other search engine, it 
might take a while for your changes to appear in the search results... you might have to be 
patient! 
 
 
At the bottom of the "SEO & URLs" page are three sections with additional options: Set up 
URLs, Set shop URL, and Robots file generation. See below for an explanation of these. 
 

Adding a New Friendly URL 

 
Friendly URLs are to be set in the configuration page of each product, category, or static 
content page. This creation page is only useful for some automatic pages, and most of the 
time you won't have to worry about these. 
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✔ Make sure to fill the fields for all the available languages on your shop: not only is it 
immensely useful to local users, but some search engines can even make use of this 
local information. 
 

 

Click the "Add new page" button to reach the friendly URL creation form. It has a handful 
of fields: 

● Page. The drop-down list gives you all the pages that can benefit from a friendly 
URL. 

● Page title. The title that will appear in search engines when a request is made. 
● Meta description. A presentation of the page in just a few words, intended to 

capture a customer's interest. It will appear in the search results. 
● Meta keywords. Keywords that you must define in order to have your site 

referenced by search engines. You can enter several of them: type the words, press 
the "Return" key, and see how the tag gets encapsulated in a blue block, with a 
tiny cross icon to delete it. 

● Rewritten URL. This is where you set the friendly URL. Make it short and 
descriptive, use only letters and numbers, and replace spaces (" ") by hyphens ("-"). 

 

Set up URLs 

The main options for friendly URLs: 

● Friendly URL. Change this option if you know that your server can support URL 
rewriting. If not, leave it at "No". 

 

☝You may see a message such as "URL rewriting (mod_rewrite) is not active on 
your server or it is not possible to check your server configuration. If you want to 
use Friendly URLs you must activate this mod". In this case, PrestaShop cannot 
detect your server settings, but that does not mean the feature will not work. 
You must test it yourself. 

● Accented URL. PrestaShop can produce URL with special characters, for products 
with non-ASCII names. You can disable that option here. 

● Redirect to the canonical URL. A given PrestaShop page can have many URLs, 
most often when there are parameters to consider: for instance, 
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http://example.com/product.php?id=5&option1 and 
http://example.com/product.php?id=5&option2 point to the very same product, 
only one difference. Since you want your product to have a single URL and not 
many duplicate ones, you should enable canonical URLs. 

Canonical URLs are a way to eliminate self-created duplicate content – which can 
dramatically bring your search engine rank down, as this is considered spam. To avoid 
search engines thinking you are spamming their index, PrestaShop uses standard 
rel="canonical" link tag to indicate which is the one base URL for a given content. While it 
is highly recommended to enable this option, it also depends on your theme 
implementing correctly the <link> header tag. If needed, ask the theme designer for more 
information. 
 
New since 1.7.6! By default, it is the canonical URL of a product that is called and, in case of 
combinations, the canonical URL points towards the default combination. 
 
There are three options: 

● No redirection. You might get duplicate URLs. 
● 301 Move Permanently. Returns the HTTP 301 status code, pointing to the 

main URL and notifying search engines that this is the only URL to take into 
account. We recommend this option once your modifications are done. 

● 302 Moved Temporarily. Returns the HTTP 302 status code, pointing to the 
main URL and notifying search engines that the main URL might change 
later. 

● Disable Apache's MultiViews option. Apache is the most popular webserver and 
is most likely the one your web host uses for your site (although you should check 
this for yourself). Multiviews is a content negotiation system: when enabled, the 
web server tries to serve the user a page in what it thinks is the best matching 
language version, under the same URL. Unfortunately, this might bring trouble to 
PrestaShop's friendly URLs feature. If this is the case, you can try to disable multi-
views with this option. 

● Disable Apache's mod_security module. mod_security is a module of the Apache 
web server, which acts as a firewall, protecting your server from intrusions. It can, 
however, block some key features, or even produce errors in some configuration. 
In such case, disable that firewall here. 
 

 
 

Set shop URL 

In this section, you can view and edit some of the default server settings: 

● Shop domain. Your store's main domain name or IP address. 
● SSL domain. Your store's secure domain name (https://) or IP address. 

http://example.com/product.php?id=5&option1
http://example.com/product.php?id=5&option2
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● Base URI. The folder where you installed PrestaShop. If it is at the root of the 
domain, use "/". 

Most of the time, we recommend not to touch these fields without knowing exactly what 
you are doing. Indeed, a single mistake can sometimes break your shop. 

 

 
 

Schema of URLs 

Is displayed only if friendly URLs are enabled. 

You can change the way friendly URLs are generated, by changing the route to a resource 
in your shop. For instance, the default route to display a product's page is {category:/}{id}-
{rewrite}{-:ean13}.html, which results in /summer-dresses/7-printed-chiffon-dress.html. 
You could change that route to {manufacturer:/}{id}-{rewrite:/} to obtain /fashion-
manufacturer//7-printed-chiffon-dress/ 

Eight fields are available by default, and each is accompanied by a list of available 
keywords. Some keywords are mandatory and are indicated with a "*". 

 

Once your fields updated, do not forget to save your changes! 
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SEO options 

New since 1.7.5.1! PrestaShop now allows you to enable the display of your product's 
attributes in its meta title. 

 

 
 

Robots file generation 

A robots.txt file enables you to block specific automated bots and web spiders which 
crawl the Web in order to find more web pages to add to their company's servers. Some 
bots you want to have full access to your website, such as Google's or Yahoo!'s, and some 
others you would rather not, such as spam bots, content thieves, e-mail collectors, etc. 
Note that the worst of bots do not respect this file's directives, as it is purely advisory. 

PrestaShop's robots.txt generation tool simply creates a file with exclusion directives for 
files and directories that are not meant to be public, and should not be indexed. These 
directives apply to all bots, good or bad: the generated file uses the "User-agent: *" string. 

Clicking on the "Generate robots.txt" button replaces any existing robots.txt file with a 
new one. Therefore, if you want to add your own rules, do it after PrestaShop has 
generated its version of the file. 

 

 
 
Video - 4 Tips to Well start SEO for your Ecommerce site 
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Search Engines 

A lot of you visitors will come from search engines. In order to know what they were looking 
for, and how you can improve your shop for their search queries, you need to know their 
queries. 
 
This page presents a table of all the search engines that your installation of PrestaShop 
supports – meaning that PrestaShop is able to recognize it, and to extract the query that 
the visitor from that given search engine used to find your shop. 
 

 
 
While Google has the biggest share of search engines users, there are many other search 
engines that people could use to find your website. Therefore, you have to be able to 
retrieve their search requests too. When an unknown search engine is starting to bring 
regular visitors, it is high time that you add it to your database – otherwise, those visitors 
would be marked in your statistics as coming from "Other search engines", which is not 
helpful at all. 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NnPEoE3MuHk&index=13&list=PLyZYn1MMU7-xT-L_zUyGnRBJmAuP6uc-c
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NnPEoE3MuHk&index=13&list=PLyZYn1MMU7-xT-L_zUyGnRBJmAuP6uc-c
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Adding a Search Engine 

It is very simple to add a new search engine to your list. 

 
Let's say you want to add DuckDuckGo, a search engine that emphasizes its respect for 
data privacy: 

1. Get the full referrer URL for the search. For 
instance, http://duckduckgo.com/?q=kids+shoes 

2. Take the domain name, which is specific to that search engine, and put it in the 
"Server" field. In our case, "duckduckgo". 

3. Find the query variable: 
1. Find the query string. It should be a set of letters, followed by an "=" sign, 

followed by the query itself, closed by a "&" or the end of the string. In our 
case, it is "q=kids+shoes". 

2. The query variable is the set of letters before the "=" sign. In our case: "q". 
Put that in the "$_GET variable" field. 

4. Click the "Save" button, and from now on, PrestaShop will be able to recognize 
visitors from DuckDuckGo. 

Referrers 
 
A referrer means a website that brings you at least one visitor. This website features a link 
to your shop, and thus it helps you build an audience and eventually make more sales. 
 

 
 
Some referrers are more important to you than others: you might have partners that have 
links to your shop on their own website, and both you and your partners would certainly 
want to know how many visitors those links brought you. You could even pay your 
partners to display a link to your shop, depending on how much you value your traffic. 
This, in effect, is called affiliation, and the "Referrers" page helps you build a complete 
affiliate program, to which even your partner can connect to see the number of visits and 
sales their links have generated. Registered affiliates generate traffic to your shop, you 
want to reward them for those visitors, and the affiliate program is how both of you can 
access the figures the reward is based on. 
 
PrestaShop's referrer tool can be likened to that of a statistical dashboard open to others 
than only your staff members. When you create an affiliate campaign for a site, you can 
grant that site access to all of the activity it will have made for your site, through a 
password-protected URL: http://example.com/modules/trackingfront/stats.php. 
 

☝   In the list of referers, the Click, Base and Percent values are calculated depending on 
the actual clicks, sales and percent of sales from the referer site. 
 

http://duckduckgo.com/?q=kids+shoes
http://example.com/modules/trackingfront/stats.php
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Adding a new referrer 

The affiliate space enables you to create privileged access for your partners. They will have 
access to all statistics on the flow of visitors from their site to your online shop. To create 
their privileged space, you need to create their account in your affiliation program, then 
define how you will pay based on traffic and sales generated. 
To create a new affiliate partner, click on the "Add new" button, which will take you to the 
affiliate creation form. 
  

 
  
Each section is important: 

● Affiliate. The account of the partner in your affiliation program. 
o Name. To connect to your affiliation back office, your partner needs a login 

name; you can use a simple name or an e-mail, but make sure to use 
something both you and your partner can remember easily. 

o Password. The first time you create the account, PrestaShop saves the 
password along the login name. When you need to edit the account (for 
instance, when needing to change the commission), the password will be 
blank. This does not mean there is no password; if you fill the blank field when 
editing the account, it will change the password. 

● Commission plan. This is where you indicate the fees of your affiliate – meaning the 
money you will owe your partner for actions of visitors from their site. 

o Click fee. This defines how much you estimate a visitor from this partner's 
site is worth. Every time a visitor from your partner's site comes to your shop 
by clicking on their link, the partner earns the marked amount. 

o Base fee. You can also reward your partners if visitors from their sites do buy 
one of your products. Note that this is only valid if the purchase is made 
during the browsing session that follows the click on the partner's link. 

o Percent fee. In addition to the base fee, or as a replacement, you can reward 
partners with a percentage of the sales made during the browsing session 
of visitors from their sites. 
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● Technical information - Simple mode. This is very important, as this is what will 
make the system differentiate this partner from other referrer links. Once 
configured, you should make a couple of test in order to make sure that you are 
indeed tracking the affiliate correctly. 

o HTTP referrer. In the "Include" field, set the partner's domain name that you 
want to track as your affiliate domain. 

o Request URI. In the "Include" field, set the last part of the query string. The 
system will track referrers that use a special query string. For instance, you 
can track referrers that use the ?prestaff= argument in their URL. This can 
help you further differentiate referrers. 

● Technical information - Expert mode. While the simple mode matches words 
using MySQL's "LIKE" function, the expert mode enable you to use MySQL regular 
expressions. This can prove very powerful but also very hard to maintain. Be sure to 
master the subject of regular expressions before putting anything in these fields. 

 
 
The "Help" section gives you some precious indications on how to best configure your 
affiliate. Read it through. 
 

Settings 

The referrer settings are mostly tools to help you make the best of your affiliate program. 

 
There are three possibilities: 

● Indexing. You must click once on the "Refresh index" button when you add a new 
referrer and you want to analyze your past traffic for this new referrer. 

● Cache. PrestaShop caches the data it gathers. You can use the "Refresh cache" 
button to regularly refresh your data cache. 
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● Save direct traffic?. Direct traffic represents visitors who arrive on your shop 
directly, by typing your URL in their browser. While these are important because 
they are visitor who really know about your shop and are interested in your products 
(contrary to visitors with referrer, who might have simply stumble upon your shop 
by chance), saving this traffic can put a huge toll on your database. This is why this 
traffic is not saved nor analyzed by default. Only enable this option if you know what 
you are doing. 
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Search 
  
If you want to make sure your customers find your product while they navigate your 
website, not only should you think carefully about how your shop and its catalog is 
organized, but you should also make sure your shop's own internal search engine is 
working efficiently. This is what this section is about. 
 

Search Parameters 

The "Search" page enables you to configure your shop's search features. 

Aliases list 

When customers make a request using your shop's internal search engine, they may make 
mistakes in spelling. If PrestaShop does not display the right results, the "alias" feature can 
address them. You will be able to take words containing spelling errors, and point them to 
the real products sought by customers. 

 
To create a new useful alias, you should first find the spelling errors most often typed by 
your users: 

1. Go to the "Shop search" tab of the "Stats" page, under the "Stats" menu. You can see 
the words typed by your customers as well as the most frequent errors. 

2. Take the most frequent ones, and add them to your list of aliases, in order to point 
users to the correct products. 

3. Click the "Add new alias" button on the "Search" parameters page. 

The creation form is very straightforward: indicate the typo you want corrected, and the 
correct word it should lead to. 
 

 
 
For instance, let's say your visitors frequently type "player" as "palyer" and "plaier". You can 
create an alias for each of these typos, which will match the word "Player". Your aliases can 
be used as soon as they are saved. 
We also invite you to consult the sections of this guide on product and category meta tags, 
to better understand how to display products based on words typed by your customers.  
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Indexing 

This section provides information on the number of products that can be searched 
through your shop's search function, and compares it to the number of products present 
in your catalog.  
If the values do not match, you must click the "Add missing products to the index" link. 
Only the new products will be indexed. 
If you have made several changes to already indexed products, you might prefer to 
choose to re-build the whole index. The "Re-build entire index" process takes more time, 
but it is more thorough. 
 

 
 
PrestaShop also gives you the URL to let you create a cron task for regular re-building of 
the index. If you do not know about cron and crontab, ask your web host about it. 
Finally, the "Indexing" option enables you to have a product be indexed as soon as it is 
created/modified, thus rending the above links and cron link useless. 

Search options 

This section enables you to configure the behavior of your shop's search function: 

 

● Search within word. This option improves search by allowing you to make queries 
that do not only match the start of the search word; for instance, "lou" for "blouse". 

● Search exact end match. With this option you can give results that will match 
exactly the end of the search word. For instance, if you search "book", you will see 
"notebook", but not "bookcase". 
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● Minimum word length. You can choose the minimum size at which a word may be 
registered in the search index and found by your customers. This feature allows you 
to eliminate short words in the search, such as prepositions or articles (the, and, of, 
etc.). 

● Blacklisted words. You can choose the terms that must not be found by your 
visitors. Enter them directly into the field, separated by "|" ("pipe" character, not 
lowercase L). By default, PrestaShop fills the list with common short words. 

 

Weight 

PrestaShop enables you to prioritize certain data when a search is performed on your 
shop. 

 
 
As indicated in the section, the search "weight" of a product represents its importance and 
relevance for the ranking of the products when customers try a new search. An item with 
a weight of 8 will have 4 times more value than an item with a weight of 2. 
 
For instance, by default "Product Name Weight" is at 6, "Tags weight" is at 4, and both 
"Short description weight" and "Description weight" are at 1. This means a product with 
"ipod" in its name will appear higher in the search results than another product which has 
"ipod" only in its tags. Meanwhile, a product which only has "ipod" in any of its description 
will have the lowest rank in the search results. 
 
You have many factors that you can assign a weight to: short description, category, tags, 
attributes, etc. You will find that the display order of results can be reversed because you 
changed the weight of the various fields. Fine-tuning these settings will be more visible on 
a large catalog with many references. 
 
Once your changes are saved, they take effect immediately. 
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Managing Tags 
The tagging feature enables you to associate your products with keywords. Your 
customers can use the keywords to easily and quickly find the products they are looking 
for. 
 
For instance, let's say customer wants to find a tablet computer in your shop. In order to 
find the product corresponding to his or her search, there needs to be a tag to associate 
"tablet" with "iPad". 
 

☝   Products tags are not the same as page keywords: they have no direct impact on 
search engine placement. 
To work on your search engine placement, open the "SEO" tab of each product's 
creation sheet. 
 

You have two ways to set up this feature. 
 

First Solution: When Creating a New Product 

You can associate several tags to your product from the moment you create it in 
PrestaShop, directly in the "Tags" field in the product's "Options".  
 

Second Solution: Managing Tags 

The "Tags" page under the "Search" menu enables you to create new tags and manage 
existing tags. Once you have given tags to your products, you will get a very important list 
of tags. The "Tags" page will help you manage them all. 
To create a new one, click on "Add new tag", and a creation page appears. 

 
  
This interface enables you to add tags to one or many of your products. 

● Name. Give your tag a name. It should be short and to the point, so as to actually 
help your customers find the associated products instead of hindering them. 

● Language. Indicate in what language the tag should appear on your shop. 
PrestaShop is clever enough not to display keywords in Spanish to customers who 
chose to see the French version of the site, for instance. 

● Products. Select the products from the right column to which you would like to 
apply the tag. Hold on the Ctrl key on your keyboard in order to select several 
products at once. 

Once you save the page, the named tag will be applied to all the products listed in the list 
on the right. 
To add the same tag for another language, just repeat the operation, only this time, change 
the language. 
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After saving the tag, you are redirected to the list of tags, where you can edit or delete 
them, or even bulk delete them using the button at the bottom of the list. 
Next to the edit and trash icons, a number indicates how many products use the tag. 
From now on, when your customers make a search query on your site, the results they will 
receive will also depend on the tags that you have associated with the products. 
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Configuring Advanced Parameters 
Browsing the advanced parameters menu is like looking under the hood - it's where 
everything technical takes place and you will find parameters to make sure your shop runs 
smoothly. Checking your configuration information, setting up emails, backing up your 
database: these pages are not visited often (unless the database part), yet they are of some 
importance, especially for your webmaster. 

Information 

This page serves as a handy reminder of your PrestaShop configuration: version, server info, 
PHP version, MySQL version. All these prove really useful when you need to report an issue 
to the PrestaShop developers, or simply your webmaster or web host. 
 

 
 
There is one last section, titled "List of changed files". Right after you have first installed 
PrestaShop, the only thing that this section displays is "No change has been detected in 
your files". 
 
But after you've installed some modules and a couple of themes, made advanced changes 
to some override classes or deleted files altogether, this list will show the difference 
between your current installation of PrestaShop and what it used to look like in its pristine 
state. This helps you see what changes have been made to your installation... and therefore 
what to take into account if you want to update your store manually, or if you are moving 
files to a new server. 
 
Even with a fresh installation, this section might indicate ".gitattributes", ".gitignore", 

"CONTRIBUTING.md", "CONTRIBUTORS.md" or "README.md" as missing files. These 
are Git-specific files, and PrestaShop does not use them, so you should not worry about 
them. 
 

http://contributing.md/
http://contributors.md/
http://readme.md/
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Performance parameters 
This page combines many tools and tips that might help you improve your shop's 
performance server-wise – not sales-wise, although a server that performs well is able to 
serve more customers, and therefore make more sales. 

Smarty 

Smarty is the name of the template language used by PrestaShop's themes. You can 
learn more about it at http://www.smarty.net/. 
 

 
There are several options: 

● Template cache. For better front-end performance, PrestaShop caches your HTML 
pages. 

o Never recompile template files. The normal behavior: HTML pages are 
compiled and cached, then displayed as-is, even if the theme has changed 
in the meantime. 

o Recompile templates if the files have been updated. PrestaShop is able to 
see when a theme file has changed. 

o Force compilation. Only enable this if you are making edits theme, and need 
to see your changes every time you reload your page. 

● Cache. This option makes it possible for you to disable all file caches, and not just 
the one pertaining to template files. Only disable this if you are debugging a 
theme or a module for PrestaShop. Otherwise, you should leave it enabled. 
The "Clear cache" button at the top of the page makes it possible to delete the 
cache in a single click instead of having to go delete files on your FTP server. 

● Multi-front optimizations. When you have several servers, this option helps you 
with their cache synchronization. 

● Caching type. By default, Smarty uses a file-based caching mechanism. You can 
choose to have it use MySQL as the storage resource for Smarty's output caching. 

● Clear cache. Depending on how often your store changes, you might want to either 
never clear the cache files, or clear them every time your store is modified (either 
products or design). 

  

http://www.smarty.net/
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Debug mode 

When in debug mode, you can choose to lessen the impact of certain features on 
PrestaShop, in order to best pinpoint where an error comes from: 

 

● Disable non PrestaShop modules. PrestaShop's own module are heavily tested 
and should present no issue whatsoever. If you enable this setting, you will be able 
to tell if the problem comes from PrestaShop's own code (core or module), or from 
a third-party module. 

● Disable all overrides. Many features in PrestaShop can be overridden. If you 
enable this settings, all overriding code will be disabled, and you will be able to tell 
if the problem comes from PrestaShop's own code, or from a third-party override. 

● Debug mode. By enabling this option, technical error messages will be visible. It is 
useful when you are being helped by someone who does not have access to your 
shop but who needs to know what is going on technically. 

Optional features 

Some PrestaShop features can be disabled if you do not use them, as they can slow down 
your shop. 
 

☝   If your catalog currently has products which make use of these features, then you will 
not be able to disable them. You will have to delete some data before you can turn 
them off. 
 

 
You can disable the following features: 

 

● Combinations. Product combinations enable you to have a whole product line out 
of a single product: varying size, colors, capacity, etc. 

● Features. Product features enable you to indicate the product's specific 
information: weight, material, country of origin, etc. 

● Customer groups. Customer groups enable you to group customers in order to give 
them certain privileges and restrictions: discount, module restrictions, etc. 
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Combine, Compress and Cache (CCC) 

CCC is a set of tools aimed at minimizing server load and theme loading time. 
It does what it says: it combines textual files of the same type into one bigger file, which 
makes for fewer files to download; it then compresses the file using the common Zip 
algorithm, which makes for faster downloads; finally, it caches the compressed file, so that 
the server does not have to do this process every time a page is loaded, which relieves the 
burden on the server's processor. 

 

● Smart cache for CSS. CSS files are text-based, and can be safely combined and 
compressed. 

● Smart cache for JavaScript. JavaScript files are also text-based, but their 
combination can sometimes prove problematic. Make sure to test everything 
before leaving that setting enabled. 

● Apache optimization. This setting will change your web server's configuration file 
in order to make it more efficient for CCC. 

Media servers 

This section enables you to redirect part of your traffic (image and video files, for instance) 
to other servers under your control, through other domains or sub-domains – most often, 
the files are hosted on a CDN (Content Delivery Network). By default, PrestaShop supports 
one media server. 
 

 
 
Putting your store's domain name in this field is not the proper way to get fantastic 
performance. That being said, it is easy to set up a media server, and the benefits are real 
and almost immediate. Here is how: 

1. Open an account at a new host, preferably one who is a specialist of distributed 
content. The most popular are Akamai (http://www.akamai.com/), Amazon (with its 
AWS services, among which is CloudFront: http://aws.amazon.com/) or CloudFlare 
(http://www.cloudflare.com/). You should also ask your own host, maybe it has a 
CDN service you can subscribe to. 

2. Copy your media files to that host's server. This means that the CDN server must 
contain an exact copy of the following folders from you store's main 
server: /img, /themes and /modules. 
Reminder: you must make it so that these folders are always synchronized: even if 
you add new products or change your theme, the CDN server must contain the 
latest version of all these files. 

http://www.akamai.com/
http://aws.amazon.com/
http://www.cloudflare.com/
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3. Once the CDN server is in place, add the web address (as given by your CDN host) 
in the field, "Media server #1". If that host allows for more web addresses, add them. 

In case you would rather that your files are still visually downloaded from your domain 
name rather that from an unknown domain name, follow this process: 

1. Create a subdomain for your store's domain name, for 
instance http://cdn1.example.com (the way to do that depend on your host, ask 
him about it). 

2. Put a .htaccess file at the root of the subdomain. That file should contain a single 
line: 
Redirect Permanent / http://cdn-adress.com 
 
Replace the http://cdn-adress.com with the one from your CDN server. This way, you 
are creating an automatic redirection from your subdomain to your CDN server. 

3. Once the subdomain is in place, add it in the first field, "Media server #1". If that host 
allows for more web addresses, create as many subdomains to your store's main 
domain name. 

✔ Even if you do not have a CDN server, you can use the media server feature to have the 
customer's browser download more files at a time, thus making the whole page 
loading process faster: 
1. Configure your web server to have virtual subdomains, such as 
images1.example.com, images2.example.com, and images3.example.com, pointing to 
PrestaShop's main folder. 
2. In your back office's Performance page, set each "Media server" field to these virtual 
subdomains. 
Once this is in place, PrestaShop will load your images from either of these 
subdomains. In effect, images will come from the some folder (the main one), but the 
browser will open several more connection threads to your web server than it would by 
default, thus making the whole page load faster. 
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Caching 

Your server's cache stores static versions of your dynamic web page, in order to serve these 
to your customers and thus reduce server load and compiling time. 
 

✔ Most of the time, you should first check with your web host about this setting, as it 
requires special settings on the server. 
 

 
This section enables you to choose to enable caching, and then choose the caching 
method: 

 

● Memcached. A distributed caching system. Very effective, above all with multiple 
servers, but you need to make sure that your servers/hosts support it – most 
probably, if your PHP configuration features the Memcached PECL extension, you 
are good to go (you can download it 
here: http://pecl.php.net/package/memcache). You can add Memcached servers 
by clicking on the "Add server" link. 

● APC. Alternative PHP Cache is free, open and robust, but only works with one 
server – which is the usual case when you start your online business. Again, check 
for the availability of the APC PECL extension on your 
server: http://pecl.php.net/package/APC. 

● Xcache. Xcache is a new cache system, which is specific to the Lighttpd server – 
hence, it will not work with the popular Apache server. Read more about it 
at http://xcache.lighttpd.net/. 

 
  

http://pecl.php.net/package/memcache
http://pecl.php.net/package/APC
http://xcache.lighttpd.net/
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Administration 

The "Administration" page contains general options and settings on the way PrestaShop 
itself works. It has three sections. 

General 

This section is for the more general settings: 

 

● Automatically check for module updates. You can ask PrestaShop to regularly 
check if there are new versions of your modules available from the Addons website. 
If so, the "Modules" page will display a "Update" button for installed modules, right 
next to their "Uninstall" button. 

● Check the cookie's IP address. This is an added security measure: you can tell 
PrestaShop to check that the user comes from the IP stored in his or her browser's 
cookie. 

● Lifetime of the front office cookie. By default, the longevity of a PrestaShop cookie 
is 480 hours (20 days). You can reduce it if you feel your security needs it. 

● Lifetime of the back office cookie. By default, the longevity of a PrestaShop cookie 
is 480 hours (20 days). You can reduce it if you feel your security needs it. 

Upload quota 

This section helps you define the authorized size of uploaded files from your own team – 
not from your customers. 

 
There are three options, one being general and the two others being more specific: 

● Maximum size for attachment. The default value is directly taken from your server's 
settings, but you can lower it if necessary. 

● Maximum size for a downloadable product. If you sell virtual products (services, 
booking and downloadable products), this setting can limit the size of the files your 
team can upload – and thus the size of the final product. Plan in advance so that you 
never leave one of your team members blocked. 

● Maximum size for a product's image. Likewise, you can limit the size of images that 
you or your team can upload to your shop. This can serve as a handy reminder that 
team members should strive to reduce the size of an image, as it is often not useful 
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to upload anything more than 600x600 (which is roughly 200 kB when correctly 
compressed). See the "Images" page in the "Design" menu for the image sizes your 
shop is set to use. This has the added benefit of saving on both server space and 
bandwidth usage, as well as processor power (since PrestaShop resizes uploaded 
image to give you thumbnails and more). 

 

Notifications 

Notifications are displayed at the very top of any administration page when you have 
loaded it, right next to the shop's name. They display the number of new items since the 
last time you clicked on them. 
 
When clicking on the bell icon, if will open a small table with the various kinds of 
notifications. 
 

 
You can choose not to receive them for some content types: 

● Show notifications for new orders. It displays the numbers, amounts and 
customer names for the order that were last placed on your shop. From there on, 
you can either open any order's single page, or open the "Orders" page to get the 
complete list. 

● Show notifications for new customers. It displays the name of the customers that 
registered since last time. From there on, you can either open any customer's 
single page, or open the "Customers" page to get the complete list. 

● Show notifications for new messages. It displays the email of the persons who last 
sent you a message using the contact form on your shop. From there on, you can 
either open any message, or open the "Customer Service" page to get the complete 
list. 
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E-mail Parameters 

Your shop sends many messages throughout all the steps of registration and placing an 
order. Here, you can configure how these messages will be sent, and see what messages 
were sent. 

E-mail 

The first section of the page presents you with a list of all the emails that were sent from 
PrestaShop, with the recipient, the template used, the language of the message, the 
subject of the email and the time of sending. 
 

 
This is where you decide how your emails are sent and received. 
The form has three sets of options: 

 

● Send email to. This is a front-end setting. At the end of the checkout process, a client 
can leave a message to your staff. You can choose to whom this message will be 
sent by selecting from the drop-down list. To add more addresses, you should go to 
Shop Parameters > Contacts. 

● Email parameters: how emails are technically sent. Choose among the three. See 
below for more information. 

● Email format: how email are visually sent. Choose among the three. See below for 
more information. 

● Log Emails. Disable if you no longer want to keep track of the emails sent by your 
shop, as shown in the Email section above. 

Technical configuration 

Configure PrestaShop to send emails to your customers. We strongly advise you that you 
consult your web host to determine which settings to use for this feature. The options are: 
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● Never send e-mails. Keep this setting for testing purpose. Once your shop is public, 
you should never use this setting. 

● Use PHP's mail() function. This option is recommended by default. In the event that 
this does not work, then use the SMPT option below. 

● Set my own SMTP parameters. In this case, a new section appears, with more fields. 
The information for these fields should be provided by your web host: mail domain 
name, SMTP server, SMTP user, etc. Make sure to transcribe exactly what your web 
host provides you with. 

 The SMTP configuration information can be provided to you either by: 
- Your system administrator, 
- Your host, 
- Your ISP,Your e-mail provider. 
 

 
 
Your web host can tell you whether or not your username is mandatory, as well as the 
password information, and the encryption to use. 
 
For example, in the case of Gmail (the email service offered by Google), you might have 
to enter information such as the following one: 
SMTP server: smtp.gmail.com 
User: my.user.name@gmail.com (example) 
Password: RT22UE87 (example) 
Encryption: SSL 
Port: 465 
 

Visual configuration 

There are two formats available for e-mails: HTML is great to look at, but might not work 
everywhere; text is dull to look at, but works everywhere. 
You can choose to use only one of the two, or both. Both is the recommended way. 
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Test your email configuration 

Once you have configured your emails using one of the two available methods, enter your 
own e-mail address in this section, then click the "Send a test email" button. 
Now check the inbox of the address provided to verify that you indeed have received the 
test email, in the correct format. If you have not received it, update your configuration 
with the correct information. 
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Import 
Import Parameters 

The import page enables you to easily fill your product catalog when you have a very large 
amount of products, or to import data that you exported and converted from another e-
commerce tool. 
Historically imports were made using .CSV files in PrestaShop. Since the version 1.7, other 
formats of file are supported, such as .xls, .xlsx, .xlst, .ods, and .ots. 
 
CSV is an acronym of "Comma-separated values". It is a popular plain-text format when 

there is a need to import, export or simply store data in a non-proprietary format. 
Almost all data handling tool support CSV format, in various incarnations.  
You can read more about the CSV format on Wikipedia: 
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Comma-separated_values. 
 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Comma-separated_values
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The import process requires preparation, and starts with a form made of primary settings: 

● What do you want to import?. Choose in the drop-down list what kind of entity 
you would like to import to your shop. The "Available fields" on the right updates 
when you choose an entity, so that you know the kind of data that your import file 
should contain. 
PrestaShop enables you to import the following types of data: 

o Categories, 
o Products, 
o Combinations, 
o Customers, 
o Addresses, 
o Brands, 
o Suppliers, 
o Aliases, 
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o Supply orders (if Advanced Stock Management is enabled), 
o Supply order details (if Advanced Stock Management is enabled). 
o Store contacts 

● Select a file to import. You can import more than one file at a time, but make sure 
that they all contain the same type of data. You can either upload files from your 
computer, or choose files already available on your FTP/ in your history. 

✔  You can download sample files for each type of data from the "Download 
sample CSV files" section on the right. This helps you compare these sample 
files with your own files, so that you can make sure that the files you are about 
to import are indeed ready to be imported to PrestaShop. These files are 
actually stored in the /docs/csv_import folder of your installation of PrestaShop. 
 

● Language of the file. Data can only be imported for a single language at a time. If 
your data exists in more than one language, you should split it into as many files. 

● Field separator. Not all CSV file use commas to separate their values: some use 
tabulations, others semicolons, etc. You can indicate what your files use in this field. 

● Multiple value separator. When an attribute can support more than one value, 
these values need to be separated with a specific separator. After reviewing your 
files, indicate your separator here. 

● Delete all ___ before import. This option will erase all previously existing entries of 
the type of data you are importing. Thus you will start with a clean slate. 

● Use product reference as key. Product import only. You can choose to have the 
product key be determined by PrestaShop, or instead use the product's reference 
as the ID. In this case, make sure the file does contain references for all your 
imported products. 

● Skip thumbnails regeneration. Category and product import only. You can choose 
to have PrestaShop regenerate the thumbnails that are linked from your CSV file (in 
the "Image URL" or "Image URLs" fields). 

● Force all ID numbers. You can either keep the imported IDs, or let the importer 
auto-increment them. 

● Send notification email. If you are importing large files, activate this option to 
receive an email when the import is complete. 

When changing the entity you wish to import, the section on the right, titled "Available 
fields", changes to present the expected data fields. Although the importing tool helps you 
by taking care of matching your file's fields with PrestaShop's, you should strive to make 
your data more import-friendly by following the naming scheme and order of the 
presented fields. If not, the import will be more tedious, but not impossible. 
Some fields have a little information popup available (represented by an "i" logo), which you 
can display by hovering the mouse cursor over it. They mostly pertain to PrestaShop's 
multistore or advanced stock management features. Make sure to read them all in order to 
better build/edit your data files. 
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Data format 

Imported data file must be in text-file, using a CSV-based format and the 
accompanying .csv file extension. We recommend using a semicolon ";" as a field separator. 
If you textual data (product description and such) contains semicolons, you should either 
remove them, or choose another separator in the "Field separator" option. 
You can create a CSV file using any text editor (we recommend Notepad++: 
 http://notepad-plus-plus.org/), but we do advise you to use a spreadsheet program, then 
save your work in the CSV format. Using a spreadsheet program enables you to have an 
easier and more visual grasp of your data, in comparison to the plain text file. You can use 
the commercial Microsoft Excel (http://office.microsoft.com/en-us/excel/ or the free 
OpenOffice.org http://www.openoffice.org/ Calc. 
 
Here is a sample import file, with a list of products: 
"Enabled";"Name";"Categories";"Price";"Tax rule ID";"Buying price";"On 
sale";"Reference";"Weight";"Quantity";"Short desc.";"Long desc";"Images URL" 
1;"Test";"1,2,3";130;1;75;0;"PROD-TEST";"0.500";10;"'Tis a short desc.";"This is a long 
description.";"http://www.myprestashop/images/product1.gif" 
0;"Test 02";"1,5";110;1;65;0;"PROD-TEST2";"0.500";10;"'Tis also a short desc.";"This is a long description 
too.";"http://www.myprestashop/images/product2.gif" 
1;"Test 03";"4,5";150;1;85;0;"PROD-TEST3";"0.500";10;"'Tis a short desc. again";"This is also a long 
description.";"http://www.myprestashop/images/product3.gif" 
 
Note that this is only a regular sample files built for this demonstration; it is purposefully 
not optimized for PrestaShop importation. If you need a sample file you can learn from, use 
the ones you can download from the "Download sample CSV files". 
The first row should be a descriptive name for the data column (you will be able to skip it 
during the import process). There must be the same number of columns on each row. 
 
You should remember that: 

● The price column will use your store's default currency. 
● Categories are to be specified using their existing IDs (so you should have imported 

them first), and separated with a comma (by default). 
● The URL of the image must be an absolute link. In other words, it should be the 

link that may be used in a web browser in order to display the image. For 
instance: http://www.myprestashop/images/productXXX.gif. 

● The file's character encoding should be UTF-8. If not, use ISO-8859-1. 
● Dates use the ISO 8601 format, without a time zone designator (the time zone is the 

one for your store): 2013-06-21 15:07:27. 

http://notepad-plus-plus.org/
http://office.microsoft.com/en-us/excel/
http://openoffice.org/
http://www.openoffice.org/
http://www.myprestashop/images/productXXX.gif
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Uploading the file 

Once you have all your data in CSV format, you can upload them to your store's database 
using the form on this page. 
You have two ways to register files to import: 

● Using your browser: click the "Upload" button, find your file then validate. Do this as 
many times as necessary to list all your import files. 

● Using your FTP client: upload the files in the /admin-dev/import folder of your 
PrestaShop installation. Reload the import page: the "Choose from history / FTP" 
button should now indicate a number. Click the button to display the list of available 
files (including the ones you previously uploaded using the browser), then click the 
"Use" button for the file you wish to import. 

Once your files are all listed in the "Select a file to import" section, you can proceed with the 
rest of the form: 

1. Confirm the type of data contained in your file, using the drop-down list named 
"What do you want to import?". Once you have selected the type of data, the list of 
the available fields appears on the right, which helps you refine your CSV file – at 
least for the order of the columns, which will soon prove handy. 

2. Select the language of the imported content. If the target language is not 
available, you must install it first, in the "Translations" page under the "International" 
menu. 

3. Select the separators. We suggest that you leave the default values ("field 
separator" with a semicolon ";", "multiple value separators" with a comma ","). But 
obviously, if your CSV file is built differently, you should change these values 
accordingly. 

4. If you want to remove all the products in your catalog before importing, select the 
appropriate option. 

5. Once all your choices have been made, click "Next step". 

☝   All import files are uploaded directly in the admin folder's /import sub-folder. If the file 
drop-down menu gets too crowded, you can delete old imports directly using your FTP 
client. 
 

 
When clicking the "Next step" button, the page reloads with the data mapping tool. This 
interface helps you map your file's data columns with the ones required by PrestaShop. 
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Presented in this table are the rows from your file, placed under arbitrary columns matched 
to PrestaShop's database needs. It is up to you to make sure that all the columns from your 
CSV file are matched with the correct column header, using each header's drop-down 
selector, so as to import your content correctly. 
For instance, with our sample file: 

● First column. We marked it as "Enabled", PrestaShop presents "ID" as a header. Click 
on the header's drop-down menu, and select "Active (0/1)". 

● Second column. Marked "Name", header indicates "Active (0/1)". Let's change the 
header for "Name *". 

● Third column. You get the idea... 

The screen cannot contain more than 6 columns, so click the ">" and "<" buttons to see the 
other columns, and make sure to match them all correctly. 
In our example, we used the first row for column names. Since we do not want these 
imported, enter "1" in the "Rows to skip" text-field. 
Once you are done matching your columns, click the "Import" button (bottom right-hand 
corner of the screen), and PrestaShop will start the importing process. A pop-up window 
will open to show you the progress of the import. 
When the process is done, it should indicate "100% validated" and "100% imported". When 
closing this pop-up, you are sent to the main screen. If an error occurred during the import, 
you will see a notice of all the encountered problems. In this second case, you should review 
your file and make sure to correct everything. 
  

Mapping configurations 

The mapping process can be a tedious task if you cannot customize your file columns order 
according to that used by the PrestaShop importer, and even more so if you have to do that 
repeatedly or frequently. That is why PrestaShop includes a small tool to save the current 
mapping order that you have set up using all the headers drop-down selectors. 
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The tool is a simple field at the top of the matching tool. You can do the three basic actions 
(only one if there is no mapping configuration saved yet): 

● Saving. Enter a descriptive name in the field, and click "Save". The interface updates 
to feature the saved configuration in its drop-down list. 

● Loading. Select a mapping configuration in the drop-down list, and click "Load". 
● Deleting. Select a mapping configuration in the drop-down list, and click "Delete". 
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Team 
Whether you are building your shop on your own, or you have an established business with 
employees, you will need to give access to your shop to other people at some point. To 
manage your daily orders, to get some technical help, to work with professional translators, 
etc. 
Whenever you need to give access to your shop to someone, you should create an account 
for this person (never give your own credentials!) and carefully set the permissions. The 
team pages will help you with this. 

Employees Accounts Configuration 
The "Employees" administration page lists all the user accounts that have access to your 
shop's back office. By default, you will find the account that was created during the store's 
installation, which is automatically set as SuperAdmin. The SuperAdmin has access to all of 
PrestaShop's features without restriction. 
 

 
 
You should make sure to create a new employee account for every actual employee that 
has anything to do you with your online business. This means that you should never have 
a general use account that everyone can use, because you need to keep track of who did 
what in your shop. Indeed, employees can edit orders, accept payments and refund 
customers, and you need to know who did what. Having a personal administration 
account for each employee is a good way for you to ensure that your team manages your 
shop responsibly. 
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Adding a new employee 

The "Add new employee" button takes you to the employee creation form. 

 
It has the following settings: 

● First name and Last name. The name does not appear to customers, but is very 
helpful when you need to know who did what on your shop. 

● Email address. If allowed to, the employee will receive customer's emails and 
PrestaShop's notifications on this address. It is also used as the account's login 
identifier. 

● Password. Try your best to not make it obvious. You do not want an employee's 
account to be used by unknown people. 

● Subscribe to PrestaShop newsletter. Subscribe to PrestaShop newsletter to 
receive e-commerce tips and news from the PrestaShop team. 

● Default page. You can decide which page the user sees right after logging in. This 
could be the Stats page for SuperAdmins, or the Orders page for salespersons. 

● Language. The default language, since your business might be done in English, but 
your logisticians might be from another country. Make sure to add the necessary 
languages, using the "Translations" page under the "International" menu. 

● Active. You can temporarily and definitively disable an account. This enables you to 
create temporary accounts, for instance when you need help during the holidays or 
the shopping season. 

● Permission profile. It is very important that you assign a correct profile to each 
employee account. A profile is tied to a set of permissions and access rights, and you 
should get to know the existing ones, listed in the "Profiles" page. The profile 
determines which part of your shop's back office the employee has access to; for 
instance, when the employee logs in, only the pages/menus that have been 
configured as accessible to his or her profile will be displayed. This is a very 
important setting. 
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 The profile avatar (the image that represents you in the back office) is tied to the user's 
account on the PrestaShop forum. Therefore, if you want to customize this image, you 
must first create an account on the forum: http://www.prestashop.com/forums/ 
 

Employees options 

The section at the bottom of the "Employees" page, right below the list of employees, has 
two options available: 

● Password regeneration. Enables you to set the frequency at which an employee 
can change his or her password. 

● Memorize the language used in Admin panel forms. If "Yes", enables employees 
to save their own default form language. 

 
 

Employee Profiles 
PrestaShop enables you to assign specific duties and rights to each employee who helps 
you manage the online shop. For example, the administrator will have access to the entire 
store, without restriction, while an employee can only have access to the catalog or orders. 

 
By default, PrestaShop has 4 profiles ready to use: 

● SuperAdmin. The highest rank. It has all the rights and can access everything on 
the PrestaShop installation. 

● Logistician. Those in charge of packing and sending orders. Can only access the 
orders, shipping and stock management pages, and part of the catalog and 
customer pages. 

● Translator. Those who are tasked in translating your shop's textual content. Can 
access products and categories, content pages and the "Translations" page. 

● Salesman. Your salespersons, if any. In addition to the translator's access rights, can 
also access the customer pages, the modules and webservice, and some stats. 

You can see the details of the access rights by reviewing each profile in the "Permissions" 
page. 

http://www.prestashop.com/forums/
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☝ The SuperAdmin profile cannot be deleted, only renamed. 
There should be at least one employee with a SuperAdmin profile. 
 

 

Adding a new profile 

You can add as many profiles as needed. 

 
Adding a new profile is pretty straightforward: simply click the "Add new profile" button, 
enter a unique name for the new profile, and save. 
The more complex part comes when setting the new profiles access rights. This is done in 
the "Permissions" page. 
 

Profile permissions 
Permissions are the central part of PrestaShop's profiles. They enable you to see very 
precisely what an employee account can and cannot do on your shop. 
The "Permissions" administration page is built using tabs: 

● On the left of the screen, as many tabs as there are available profiles. 
● On the remaining right of the screen, PrestaShop displays the selected profile's 

permissions. This tab contains two tables side by side. 

When you click any profile (except SuperAdmin), the two tables appear to give you access 
to their criteria: 

● On the left, menu-related permissions: you can decide what the profile can do with 
menus. In effect, you could prevent a profile from editing the content of a page, or 
even hide the menu entirely. 

● On the right, module-related permissions: while you might allow some profiles to 
see the available modules, you might prefer that only the most trustworthy 
employees should be able to configure some key modules.  
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For each of the menu criteria, you have 5 options: 

● View. Employee can view information. 
● Add. Employee can add new information. 
● Edit. Employee can change information. 
● Delete. Employee can delete information. 
● All. Enable all the above options for the current row. 

Meanwhile, the module criteria have 3 options: 

● View. Employee can view the module's configuration. 
● Configure. Employee can configure the module. 
● Uninstall. Employee can uninstall the module. 

☝ The SuperAdmin permissions cannot be changed: the profile simply has all the rights 
for every criterion. 
 

 

Setting permissions for a new profile 

For this example we will create a new profile, "Order Preparer". First create the profile in the 
"Profiles" page, by filling the "Name" field. As soon as it is saved, it appears in the list of 
profiles. 
Then you need to assign permissions to this new profile. Go to the "Permissions" page, and 
click on the tab for the new profile: the list of criteria appears. By default, a new profile has 
access to none of the back office pages. 
There are two ways to fill the criteria, depending on the limits or freedom you want the 
profile to have: 

● Click the permission checkboxes one by one until it has enough access rights to get 
the job done. 

● Have all the checkboxes checked, then remove permissions one by one until it has 
only the ones necessary. 

You have two ways to have checkboxes checked in batches: 
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● Per column: at the top of each column, a checkbox makes it possible to have all of 
the column's checkboxes checked at once. Unchecking it unchecks all the currently 
checked boxes. 

● Per row: if you click on the "All" checkbox for a given row, all the checkboxes this row 
will be checked. Unchecking it unchecks all the currently checked boxes. 

You can then uncheck selected rows rather than spending time checking each needed 
rows one by one. 
To avoid mistakes during the configuration of your permissions, PrestaShop automatically 
saves your settings every time you make a change. This means you do not have to click any 
"Save" button. Once you have assigned the profile its rights, you can return to the 
"Employees" administration page and start assigning that new profile to the employees 
who need it. 
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Database 
The database menu gathers the SQL Manager page and the Database backup one: 
everything you need to handle to handle your database, for advanced users mostly. 
 

SQL Manager 
The SQL manager is a complex feature, which should be reserved for technical people 
who know how to explore a database using the SQL language. In return for this 
complexity, it can be extremely powerful and proves immensely useful to those who 
master it. 
 

 
This tool enables you to perform SQL queries directly on the PrestaShop database, and save 
them for use at any later time. Indeed, PrestaShop presents its database data in many ways, 
but you might need something more, or more simply, something rawer than PrestaShop's 
clean interface. Using the SQL manager you can perform complex queries which build 
upon tables of data in the way YOU need them. 
 
For instance, using this tool and your knowledge of SQL, you could create a reusable query 
giving you an updated list of the clients who are subscribed to your newsletter, or get a list 
of products in HTML or CSV format. 
 

☝For security reasons, some types of queries are not allowed: UPDATE, DELETE, CREATE 
TABLE, DROP, etc. In short, you can only read data (SELECT query). 
Also, secure keys or passwords are hidden (***********). 
 

Creating a new query 

As usual, the "Add new SQl query" button leads to the creation form. It has two main 
fields: 

● SQL query name. Make the name as long and descriptive as necessary. 
● SQL query. The SQL query itself. You are free to perform JOINs or other intricate 

selections. 
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Additionally, the "List of MySQL Tables" section helps you explore the database, and makes 
it easier for you to build your queries. It gives you a handy and clickable selector of all the 
currently available database tables. Select a table to make PrestaShop display its attributes 
and types, then click "Add attribute to SQL query" to send its name into the "Request" field. 

 
 
Saving the form sends you back to the main page, with its list of queries. 

Starting a query 

Each saved query in the table has four icons to the right of its row: 

● Export. Performs the query, and has it downloaded by you in CSV format. 
● View. Performs the query, and has it displayed in an HTML table, right within the 

PrestaShop interface. 
● Edit. You can edit a query as often as necessary, in order to refine it and get better 

results. 
● Delete. Once a query is not used anymore (or simply because it does not work), you 

can delete it by clicking this button and confirming your choice. 

Settings 

There is only one setting at this time: 

● Select your default file encoding. You can configure the character encoding of the 
downloaded CSV file. The default, UTF-8, is recommended, but you can select ISO-
8859-1 if need be. 
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Some sample queries 

The possibilities are endless, but here are a few sample queries to help you build your 
own. 

Listing all the e-mails address of all the customers 
 
SELECT email FROM ps_customer 

Listing all the e-mails address of all the customers who are subscribed to your 
newsletter 

SELECT email 
FROM ps_customer 
WHERE newsletter = 1 
 

Listing all the products which are active and have a description in French (id_lang = 4) 

SELECT p.id_product, pl.name, pl.link_rewrite, pl.description 
FROM ps_product p 
LEFT JOIN ps_product_lang pl ON (p.id_product = pl.id_product) 
WHERE p.active = 1 
AND pl.id_lang = 4 
 
 

Listing all the orders, with details about carrier, currency, payment, total and date 

SELECT o.`id_order` AS `id`, 
 CONCAT(LEFT(c.`firstname`, 1), '. ', c.`lastname`) AS `Customer`, 
 ca.`name` AS `Carrier`, 
 cu.`name` AS `Currency`, 
 o.`payment`, CONCAT(o.`total_paid_real`, ' ', cu.`sign`) AS `Total`, 
 o.`date_add` AS `Date` 
FROM `ps_orders` o 
LEFT JOIN `ps_customer` c ON (o.`id_customer` = c.`id_customer`) 
LEFT JOIN `ps_carrier` ca ON (o.id_carrier = ca.id_carrier) 
LEFT JOIN `ps_currency` cu ON (o.`id_currency` = cu.`id_currency`) 
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DB Backup 

A backup is the action of saving the content of your database into files that you store in a 
safe place. The point is that you can revert to them in case your database fails on you. 
 
You must perform regular backups of your shop, so that in case of a crash, you can reboot 
your shop quickly and in the best conditions. The database contains most of the 
information in your shop, many of which are indispensable for PrestaShop to work 
correctly – including your products, categories, and other data you added since the 
installation, but not your images for instance (these are stored, along with your theme 
files, on your server). 
 
The more often you perform a backup, the safer you are. Once a week is a minimal 
frequency. 
 

To create database backups of your shop, you have several solutions. You can use tools such 
as phpMyAdmin (reserved for advanced users), or use the one integrated into PrestaShop: 
the "DB backup" page. 
The page starts with two big notices. You should read both completely in order to have a 
better idea of what the page does: 

● The "Disclaimer" section gives you a series of reminders about backups, which you 
should read every time you make a backup. The section ends with the "I have read 
the disclaimer. Please create a new backup" button, which you have to click in order 
to create a backup. Once created, the backup appears in a new "Download section" 
at the top of the page (click the button in order to download the backup file to your 
computer), and in the list below the notices. 

● The "How to restore" section gives you tips on how to get your data back into 
PrestaShop in case of failure. You should commit this to memory, or at least save 
this information somewhere in case a database crash makes it impossible for you to 
access the PrestaShop administration – and thus the DB backup page – again. Just 
in case, you will find it below as well.  

✔How to restore a database backup in 10 easy steps 
 
1. Set "Enable Shop" to "No" in the "Maintenance" page under the "Preferences" menu. 
 
2. Download the backup from the list below or from your FTP server (in the folder 
"admin/backups"). 
 
3. Check the backup integrity: Look for errors, incomplete file, etc... Be sure to verify all 
of your data. 
 
4. Please ask your hosting provider for "phpMyAdmin" access to your database. 
 
5. Connect to "phpMyAdmin" and select your current database. 
 
6. Unless you enabled the "Drop existing tables" option, you must delete all tables from 
your current database. 
 
7. At the top of the screen, please select the "Import" tab 
 
8. Click on the "Browse" button and select the backup file from your hard drive. 
 
9. Check the maximum filesize allowed (e.g. Max: 16MB) 
 
10. Click on the "Go" button and please wait patiently for the import process to 
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conclude. This may take several minutes. 
 

The table below the notices lists all the backups that have already been made, indicating 
the date of creation, age, file name, and size. 
At the right of each row are the available actions: 

● View. Enables you to download this backup. 
● Delete. Enables you to delete this backup. Be careful, there is no turning back. 

 
 
After each backup process, you should download the generated backup file by clicking on 
its "View" icon, or simply by using the link in the notification box at the top. Put your 
backup file in a safe place, for you might need it at any given time. Furthermore, you can 
find these backups directly on your server, in the /backup folder, under your custom-
named /admin folder. 
Your database is saved using the standard SQL format and its .sql file extension, and 
compressed using the BZip2 algorithm (simply put, a variant of the popular Zip format. 
Read more: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bzip2) and its .bz2 file extension. That gives a file 
archive with the .sql.bz2 file extension. 
 

Backup Options 

At the bottom of the screen, two options are available: 

o Ignore statistics tables. PrestaShop stores your site's statistics in a handful 
of database tables, and these can grow big quite quickly. While it can be 
sound to keep your stats in a safe place, they also make for huge files to 
download, while you are probably more interested in a backup of your 
products, categories, customers, orders, etc. 
By default, PrestaShop backups all tables, but if you are short on disk space 
on your web server, change this option to "Yes". 

o Drop existing tables during import. When importing a backup file, the 
system can either overwrite the existing live tables with the content of the 
ones that were backed up, or delete all existing in order to replace them 
with the content of the backup. The first case can result in doubles, which is 
why this option is enabled by default. 

 

 

  

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bzip2
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Logs Parameters 

Errors happen. Most of the time, you are not aware of them because PrestaShop handles 
them silently. But you might want to know about them, in order to be able to correct the 
most regular ones and ensure a better stability for your shop. 

 
The "Logs" page is where you can have a look at all the actions performed in your shop, and 
thus find the PHP errors which could plague your shop. They are listed in the page's central 
table, and are presented in 4 levels: 

● 1: Informative only. Run-time notices. Indicate that the script encountered 
something that could indicate an error, but could also happen in the normal course 
of running a script. 

● 2: Warning. Run-time warnings (non-fatal errors). Execution of the script is not 
halted. 

● 3: Error. 
● 4: Major issue (crash)!. Fatal run-time errors. These indicate errors that cannot be 

recovered from, such as a memory allocation problem. The execution of the script is 
halted. 

These explanations are the official ones from the PHP manual. Read 
more: http://www.php.net/manual/en/errorfunc.constants.php. 
 

Logs by e-mail 

The error levels also serve as values for the "Logs by email" feature. 
PrestaShop adds one last value, 5, which indicates that the administrator does not want 
to receive any notification, either for minor or major errors. 

 
The error logging tool enables you to receive an email notification when an error occurs. 
Notifications are sent to the shop owner's email address, and you can configure the 
degree of importance at which you should start receiving such e-mails: 

● "1" if you want to know about everything, even the tiniest information. 
● "3" if you only want to know about issues (errors and major issues). 

http://www.php.net/manual/en/errorfunc.constants.php
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● "4" if you only want to keep the major issues. 
● "5" is the default, meaning that no notification is sent. 

 

Webservice Parameters 

In this page, you can enable your shop's webservice, so that third-party tools can access 
your data. This potentially makes it possible for interesting tools to help you or your 
customers make better use of your shop (such as mobile applications). 
 
A web service is a method of communication between two electronic devices over a 
network. It relies on a known set of methods, formats and access rights, so as be able to 
use the webservice's content on any other authorized tool, and build upon the original 
content. Read more about it on Wikipedia: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Web_service. 
 

 
The page starts by listing the currently existing webservice keys in a table, if there is any. A 
webservice key is a unique access that you grant to a developer, which can be used to tie a 
tool to your shop. Share them sparingly, as you might not always want everyone to access 
your data. 

 
Not any app can access your shop through the PrestaShop webservice: you decide which 
can, and what they are allowed to do. Every app has a unique connection key, with specific 
access rights. 
 

Adding a new key 

The "Add new webservice key" button takes you to the webservice key creation form: 

● Key. A unique key. You can either create your own, or choose to use a generated 
one, for instance by clicking the "Generate!" button or by using any online key 
generator. Generated keys are most of the time safer because they are harder to 
guess. 

● Key description. A reminder of who that key is for, and what it gives access to. 
● Status. You can disable a key anytime. This enables you to only temporarily grant 

access to your data from a certain key. 
● Permissions. You do not have to share ALL your data with each key. You can choose 

among a wide array of permissions, either by section or by type of access. You might 
want some applications to only be able to view a handful of items, while some others 
(for instance, ones that you would use to manage the shop remotely) should be able 
to edit and delete just about everything. Choose wisely. 

Click "Save" when you your key is ready. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Web_service
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Configuration 

☝For security reasons, make sure your shop's server supports secure SSL connection! 
 

 
The webservice configuration is pretty easy: 

● Enable PrestaShop's webservice. If you do not want anyone to access your shop 
through third-party tools and applications, just keep it disabled. 

● Enable CGI mode for PHP. The CGI mode is a special setting for the Apache server, 
where you tell it to use PHP as a CGI script rather than an Apache module. While 
the CGI mode has a reputation of being more secure, it has been found to have a 
security flaw as recently as May 2012. Ask your web host for advices. 
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Multistore 
This page is only available when you enable the multistore feature. 
Turning your single-shop PrestaShop installation into a multi-shop one is very simple: 

1. Go to the "Shop Parameters" menu and select the "General" page. 
2. Find the "Enable Multistore" option, select "Yes". 
3. Save your changes. 

The "Advanced Parameters" menu will now feature the "Multistore" page, which is 
presented in details in the "Managing multiple shops" chapter of this guide. 
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Managing Multiple Shops 
One of the great features of PrestaShop is called "multistore", meaning the ability to 
manage multiple shops from the same back office. 
Thanks to this feature, you can manage many customized shops, which share many 
common elements. For more efficiency, you can even create groups of shops. 

How to decide if you need the multistore feature 

You may find yourself wanting to use the multistore feature, when in fact it is not necessary. 
For instance, if you want a multilingual shop, or if you need to use more than one currency, 
or if you would like to have a different graphic template for each category. 
Here are two questions that you should ask yourself before deciding to enable the 
multistore feature: 

1. Do you want your shops to have a different price for the same product (besides 
special discounts for a client or group of clients). 
If the answer is 'yes', then you need to use the multistore feature. 

2. When a client buys from one shop, would you want him or her to NOT have access 
that shop's order history and invoices from the other shop (even if the client have 
the same login credentials on both shops). 
If the answer is 'yes', then you need to use the multistore feature: the shops will 
not share their carts and orders, and customers putting items in their cart for shop 
1 will not see these items in their cart for shop 2. 

If the answer is 'no' to both questions, then the multistore feature is not for you. 

Enabling the multistore feature 

Turning your single-shop PrestaShop installation into a multi-shop one is very simple: 

1. Log-in to your shop's administration. 
2. Go to the "Shop Parameters" menu and select the "General" page. 
3. Find the "Enable multistore" option, select "Yes". 
4. Save your changes. 

 

There you go: the multistore feature is now in place, starting with the addition of the 
"Multistore" page under the "Advanced parameters" menu. This is the page where you will 
manage the various shops created with this PrestaShop installation. 
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The multistore interface 

Managing your stores 

The "Multistore" page comprises three mains sections: 

● Multistore tree. Gives you a bird's eye view of your shop groups, their shops, and 
even the various URLs tied to a single shop. 
By default, there is only one shop, in the default group: the main shop. 

● Shop groups table. Lists the available shop groups. You can edit them by click on 
the 'Edit' icon on the right. 

● Multistore options. Lists the available options for the existing shops. 
o Default shop. The default shop is the one which will serve a central hub for 

all the other ones, shares its details with other shops (products, carriers, etc.), 
and is the one that appears when you log in the administration. 

 

One back office to rule them all 

When the multistore feature is enabled for your PrestaShop installation, many aspects of 
PrestaShop become customizable on a per-shop or per-shop-group basis. 
To help you understand which shop your changes are applied to, PrestaShop adds a 
dropdown selector at the top of each screen, where you can choose the scope of 
application of your changes: 

● Apply to all of your shops on this installation of PrestaShop. 
● Apply to only the shops of the selected shop group. 
● Apply to only the selected shop. 

 
This shop selector helps you know on which shop(s) you are currently working. 
That being said, once the multistore mode is in place, many of the regular settings can only 
be changed on a global (all shops) scale (international, shop and advanced parameters, 
administration) and will therefore present the options as disabled in any other selection. 
Still, you can choose to edit those settings on a more local (per group shop or even per 
shop) scale if it is needed. 
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Indeed, settings pages will look regular when the shop selector is on "All shops", while in 
any other selection (shop group or single shop) they get additional options: 

● A "Yes/No" option at the top of each section of the settings page. 
● A check box next to each option. 

 

They both serve the same purpose: letting you enable the options that would otherwise be 
disabled in the current shop context. You can pick the options that you want to enable, or 
you can enable all the options of the section by switching the Yes/No option. Once enabled, 
it is up to you to change the value of each options: clicking the checkbox or switching the 
Yes/No option does not change any settings, it just allows you to change it in that context. 
 
Nevertheless, some options cannot be edited on a local context: they will display "You 

can't change the value of this configuration field in the context of this shop." 
 

 
The following table indicates whether the item can also be customized for a single shop, 
for a group of shops, or for all shops at once. 
 

Item 
Per 

shop 
Per shop 

group 
All 

shops 
Employees X X X 
Customer groups X X X 
Products X X X 
— Prices X X X 
— Combinations and prices X X X 
— Languages X X X 
— Multiple images (except for the main image) X X X 
— Available quantity for sale, provided that: 

● The "Share quantity available for sale" option is 
checked for the group, 

● The group does not share its quantity available for 
sale outside of the group. 

X X   

— All other information (description, tags, friendly URL, etc.) X X X 
Catalog values and attributes X X X 
Discounts: cart rules X     
Discounts: catalog price rules X     
Taxes: tax rules X X X 
Categories (except for the main image) X X X 
Carriers X X X 
Warehouses X X X 
Advanced stock management X     
Suppliers X X X 
Brands X X X 
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CMS pages X X X 
Contacts X X X 
Countries 
A country's status (enabled or disabled) is common to all 
shop it is associated to. 

X X X 

Currencies X X X 
Languages X X X 
Modules X X X 
— Hooks and exceptions X X X 
— Enabling/disabling X X X 
— Configuration (for instance, PayPal login credentials) X     
Payment modules X X X 
— Per-country restrictions X     
— Per-currency restrictions X     
— Per-customer group restriction X     
Friendly URLs X     
Scenes X X X 
Web service account X X X 
Homepage image slider X     

☝Notes 
 
Categories: A product can only appear in a given category of a shop if it has been 
associated 
with this category in that shop's context. In other words: if shop A and shop B have the 
C category in common, you can associate the P product to the C category for the A 
shop's context, and  
P will not appear in category C on shop B. 
 
Carriers: You can manage the carriers association on a per-shop basis, a per-shop-
group basis  
or for all shops; but you cannot customize a carrier on a per-shop basis. You must 
duplicate the carrier if you want to use the same carrier with different price ranges 
on two shops. 
 
Warehouses: While advanced stock management can only be used for a single shop 
at a time, warehouses can be used with shop groups, and you can simply manage the 
warehouses in order to have advanced stock management. 
 

 
For each shop, you can set specific prices for every product, share part of the catalog or the 
whole of it, change product images, etc. 
You can choose to share the customer accounts between your shops, enabling your 
customers to use the credentials between all shops, and even be transparently signed-in 
to each. 
With advanced stock management, you can do a fine-grained management of the 
associations between your shops and your warehouses. 
 

Creating a new shop group 

 
Having shop groups enables you to share certain characteristics between the shops in that 
group: catalog, employees, carriers, modules, etc. It allows you to manage a set of shops as 
easily as you would a single shop, while still being able to fine-tune the details of each shop 
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manually. 
Applying new parameters to all the shops in a group only requires a single action. When in 
multistore mode, a drop-down menu is available on most of the administration pages, and 
enables you to filter your changes by shop or shop group. 
 
 
Technically speaking, when selecting a shop group in the multistore drop-down menu, 
the displayed entities reflect the union of the entities pertaining to the shops in that 
group. 
 
 
Generally speaking, parameters are applied to all the entities belonging to the selected 
entity in the multistore drop-down menu. This is explained in details later in this chapter. 
Clicking the "Add a new shop group" button brings a form with few options but a lot of text: 
you should make sure to read each description from beginning to end, as they help you 
make a decision about these options. Since some are non-reversible (you cannot disable 
them once they are enabled), it is important to know exactly what you enable. 
 

 
The available settings are: 

● Shop group name. The name is private, customers will not see it. Still, make sure to 
use a telling name: the more shop groups you will have, the more you will need to 
be able to find a given group quickly. You can edit the name at any time. 

● Share customers. Once enabled, you cannot disable this option. This is great 
when you want to allow your customers to use the same login credentials on all 
shops of this shop group. 

● Share available quantities to sell. You can have different quantities of the same 
product for sale on your shops. With this option, all the shops from this group will 
share the same available quantity of products. This can make it easier to manage 
said quantities. 
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● Share orders. Once enabled, you cannot disable this option. This option can only 
be enabled if both "Share customers" and "Share available quantities to sell" options 
are enabled. With this option, customers who are logged on any shop from this 
group will be able to see their order history for all the shops in the group. 

● Status. Choose to enable this group right away, or later. You can enable/disable a 
shop group at any time. 

☝ Two shop groups cannot share customers, carts or orders. 
 

 
Existing shop groups can be edited from the shop groups list on the "Multistore" front page: 
simply click on the 'Edit' icon on the right of the shop's row to open the form. As expected, 
you cannot edit the "Share customers" and "Share orders" options. 
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Creating a new shop 

The shop creation tool, located in the "Multistore" page, enables you to simply and precisely 
define both the front office appearance of your shop (namely, its theme) and the elements 
you wish to import from your main shop into this new one. 

 
Clicking the "Add new shop" button opens brings a form with two sections. The first one 
has 5 options: 

● Shop name. The name is public: customers will see it in many places, such as the 
site title or the email references. Make sure to make it clear that it describes this 
specific shop. 
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● Shop Group. A shop can only belong to one shop group. Also, it must belong to a 
group: it cannot exist outside of a shop group – even if it's the only shop in that 
group. 
Note: you will not be able to move the shop to any other group if you create it within 
a shop group which has any of its three options enabled ("Share customers", "Share 
available quantities to sell" or "Share orders"). 

● Category root. While your main shop has the catalog root as its category root, any 
other shop can either use the same root, or use any category of the catalog as its 
root – in effect using a sub-set of the main catalog as its own catalog. 

● Associated categories. In addition to being able to limit a shop's catalog to a sub-
set of the main catalog (see the "Category root" option above), you can choose to 
only make some sub-categories of the main category available in this new shop. 

● Theme. You can use any of the available themes as the theme for this shop. In effect, 
this makes it possible for you to have the very same catalog available in two 
completely different shops, with a different theme, URL or even prices. 

The second section, "Import data from another shop", is where you define which data of the 
main shop you want to use as the data of this new shop. 
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It has two options: 

● Import data. If disabled, your shop will not share any data with any other shop, and 
the section will close itself. While this is helpful when you want to manage two 
entirely different shops with a single installation of PrestaShop, this also means you 
will have to configure both shops from A to Z, whereas sharing data means you 
would not have to recreate carriers, currencies or modules, for instance. Make sure 
to think your choice through, as you will not be able to revert back. 

● Choose the shop (source). If you do wish to import data, you must indicate from 
which of the existing shops you want to import that data. If you already have defined 
a sub-shop of the main shop, this can help you make a "copy" of that sub-shop, 
instead of having to set the various import options again. 

● Choose data to import. This is where you decide what kind of data you want to 
import from the source shop. At the very least, you should import all the modules, 
even if it means disabling some, as the whole front office is displayed through 
modules and some major parts of the back office also rely on modules. 

☝When you create a product in a new shop and that product already exists in another 
shop, PrestaShop will try its best to suggest the existing product, so that you will not 
have to recreate everything. 
 

 
When saving the shop, PrestaShop warns you that it does not yet have a URL. Click on the 
red warning to add one (see below). 
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Setting a shop's URL 

Each shop can have its own web address (URL) – or even several addresses – entirely 
independent from the main shop (the first shop that you have installed).  
You must define at least one web address for each shop. 
 
Two shops cannot share the same address. If you try to give a new shop an address that 
is already in use by another shop, PrestaShop will display an error. 
On the other hand, you can have as many shops on one domain name as you want: 

● Using subfolders:  
http://www.example.com/men/,  
http://www.example.com/women/,  
http://www.example.com/kids/,  
http://www.example.com/pets/, etc. 

✔In the case of subfolder stores, make sure to create two URLs for each store: one 
with the "www.", one without it!  
 
For instance:  
http://www.example.com/men/  
and http://example.com/men/ 
 
Otherwise, customers trying to access your secondary store without the "www." 
in the URL will be redirected to your main store. 
 

● Using subdomains:  
http://men.example.com/,  
http://women.example.com/,  
http://kids.example.com/,  
http://pets.example.com/, etc 

☝Do not create any subdomain or subfolder yourself, either on your server or your 
computer: PrestaShop takes care of creating the path for you on your server. When the 
customer requests this path, PrestaShop will recognize the shop and serve the files 
and data for the correct store automatically. 
 

 
Of course, a shop can also have its own domain name. 
 
Using a domain name 

 
In case you want to use a different domain name for your supplemental shop rather 
than a subdomain/subfolder, you must configure your domain to point to the folder 
where PrestaShop is located. The URL rewriting is then done by PrestaShop itself. 
 
Alternatively, you can create an alias for your domain name that redirects to absolute 
URL where your installation of PrestaShop is located. The way to achieve this depends 
on the control panel and options that your hosting company provides you with: "Alias" 
for Plesk, "Forward" for CPanel, "Aliasdomain" for ISPConfig, etc. 
 

 
To add a URL to a shop, select the shop in the "Multistore tree" selector, and then click on 
the "Add new URL" button. PrestaShop will load a screen with two sections and eight 
options: 

● URL options. 
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o Shop. A reminder of the shop to which you are adding a URL. You may also 
simply switch to another shop. 

o Main URL. By enabling this, you indicate that you want all the other URLs 
for this shop to redirect to this main URL (this will switch any other Main 
URL to be a normal URL). 

o Status. You can disable and enable a URL at any time. 
● Shop URL. 

o Domain. The shop's domain name itself. It does not have to be limited to 
the domain name: you can indicate a sub-domain if you need to. Just make 
sure to not add 'http://', or any '/'. 
Example: www.example.com or kids.example.com. 

o Domain SSL. If your SSL domain is different from your main domain, be 
sure to indicate it in that field. 
Example: www.example.com or kids.example.com. 

o Physical URI. Here you must set the physical path to your actual 
installation on your server. If the shop is at the root of the domain or 
subdomain, leave this field empty. Example: / or /kids/. 

o Virtual URI. You can make the shop transparently available to customers 
using this option: through the power of URL rewriting, you can have your 
shop be displayed without the need to create a sub-folder. Of course, URL 
rewriting must be enabled in PrestaShop (meaning Friendly URLs, see the 
"SEO & URLs" page of the "Traffic" menu, in "Shop Parameters"). 
Example: /shoes/. Note that this only works for subfolder shops, not 
subdomain shops. 

o Your final URL will be. Gives you the impact that your URL settings above 
will have on the complete web address to your shop. 
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Sample Usages and Specifics 

Managing a catalog in multistore mode 

In multistore mode, some of the PrestaShop administration pages feature a prominent 
drop-down menu, titled "Multistore configuration for". This menu gives you the context of 
what you are doing: it enables you to set the shop or shop group to which the changes you 
are making are applied. 
 
For instance, when creating a new product, the selection in this menu will determine 
whether the product will be available for all shops, only one shop group, or a single shop. 
When editing a product, PrestaShop displays notifications to help you understand the 
scope of your changes. For instance, when editing a product while in the "Shop A" context, 
the notification will say "Warning, if you change the value of fields with an orange bullet, 
the value will be changed for all other shops for this product", with said orange bullet 
appearing on all the implicated fields, such as "Type of product", "Reference", the package's 
size, etc. 
 
Likewise, if you change a product while in the "All shops" context or in the context of a shop 
group, some fields will be disabled: since they have a global impact, you cannot edit them. 
If you really need to edit this content, each field has a box that you can check to edit that 
field in all the shops under this context. 
 

☝ If you edit a disabled field, the product is created in all the shops of the context which 
do not already have it in their own catalog. Make sure to double check your context. 
 

 

Data exchange between stores 

Duplicating data between stores 

Duplicated data in PrestaShop are set during the setup of any individual shop, by importing 
all or some of the content from an existing shop into the new one. The content that can be 
imported is varied: products, categories, employees, modules, cart rules, suppliers, etc. Data 
importation is done once and for all: once a store has been created, you cannot easily 
import data again from another store. 

Sharing data between stores and store groups 

Stores can share data. Shared data are fundamentally handled at the store group level: one 
of the important things to understand when dealing with PrestaShop's multistore mode is 
that all the stores within a store group can share the same details share data – or more 
precisely, three types of content: customers, available quantities, and orders. Once the store 
group is set, the sharing of data between its stores is mostly finished: while you can change 
the setting for the available product quantities, you cannot change the customers and 
orders settings anymore as soon as any store within the group as at least one customer or 
one order. 

Sharing products and categories 

When you create a new store within a group, you can choose to have all, or some, of the 
categories in the new store to be exact duplicates of the categories in any other store on 
your installation of PrestaShop. 
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When creating a category, either for a specific store or for all the stores in the PrestaShop 
installation, PrestaShop registers the category for all the stores – it is simply hidden from 
any store where it has not been set. 
By associating the new stores with a given category, any change in this category will impact 
all the stores which are associated with it, even if the stores are from different store groups. 
You can therefore change the category's content once and for all from one place, including 
its products. 
 
 

Sharing customers and customer groups 

As indicated above, stores within the same store group can share clients: all you have to do 
it set the proper option when creating the store group. 
Groups are less detailed: if you change one of the default customer group in one store, the 
change is applied to all the other stores, regardless of the store group. 
If you want to have different customer groups for each store, you must create a new group 
and use the "Multistore configuration for" selector to associate the group with the current 
store or store group. 
If the option "Share customers" has been disabled, then your customer list will need to be 
empty before you can enable this. 
If you'd rather keep your customer list you can do the following: 

● Go to your database management software such as phpMyAdmin. 
● Search for the table ps_customer. It might be different, depending on your 

database prefix. 
● Export this table. 
● Empty the table. Dot NOT drop it. If you do want to drop it, make sure you recreate 

the table afterwards. 
● Go back to the multistore settings for the shop group. 
● Enable the "Share customers" option. 
● Import the table. 

Sharing customers between the shop group has now been enabled without the loss of 
customer information. 

Sharing orders 

It is possible for stores within the same store group to share orders: all you have to do it set 
the proper option when creating the store group. 
If the option "Share orders" has been disabled, then your order list will need to be empty 
before you can enable this. 
If you'd rather keep your orders you can do the following: 

● Go to your database management software such as phpMyAdmin. 
● Search for the table ps_order. It might be different, depending on your database 

prefix. 
● Export this table. 
● Empty the table. Dot NOT drop it. If you do want to drop it, make sure you recreate 

the table afterwards. 
● Go back to the multistore settings for the shop group. 
● Enable the "Share orders" option. 
● Import the table. 

Sharing orders between the shop group has now been enabled without the loss of order 
information. 
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Using a different theme for each shop/shop group 

Once a theme is installed on your PrestaShop, you can use the "Theme & Logo" page in the 
"Design" menu to change the theme of the current store, or of the current store group, 
depending on how the "Multistore configuration for" selector is set. 
 

Using specific settings for each shop/shop group 

"Multistore configuration for" selector is the go-to option when you want your changes to 
have an impact on a given store or set of stores. It should even be the first option to look 
at when an administration screen opens up, as PrestaShop will change the available 
options depending on the context you are in: store, store group or all stores. 
This makes it possible for you to: 

● Using different image formats for each shop/shop group 
● Activating/configuring a module on a per-shop basis 
● Positioning/displaying front office blocks on a per-shop basis 
● ...and so much more! 

Managing pages in multistore mode 

When viewing the list of the content pages in the "All shops" context, all the pages from all 
shops are displayed. Likewise, when in a shop group context, the pages for all the shops in 
that group are displayed. 
When creating a page in a shop group context, all the shops in this group will display this 
page, yet the page will be unique: editing it in one shop will apply the changes in all the 
shops from this group. 
On the creation page, a section appears with a list, indicating which ones will be impacted. 
 

Managing Discounts in multistore mode 

When creating cart rules or catalog price rules in a multistore context, an additional 
condition is available, with which you can choose the shops on which the rule should be 
available. 
 

Web-service and multistore 

Access to the web-service is also highly configurable, both at the shop level and at the shop 
group level. When creating a web-service key, you can choose to associate it with all shop, 
some shop groups, or selected shops. 
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Complying with the European 
Legislation 
This guide is intended to European merchants and explains how they can configure 
their shop and make sure it's compliant with European e-commerce legislation.  
 
 

Why you should bother about it 
If you're based in Germany, Austria or Switzerland, or intend to sell in those countries, 
making sure your shop is compliant with the legislation is a mandatory requirement. 
Failing to do so could expose you to prosecution fees. To avoid these prosecutions, 
certification companies like Trusted Shops, EHI, Händlerbund and Protected Shops can 
audit your shop and provide you with a certificate that proves you're in conformity with 
legal requirements. 
PrestaShop 1.7 is already pre-certified by these 4 companies, which means it'll ease the 
process of getting the complete certification.  
To know more about 1.7, you may read: https://www.prestashop.com/en/1.7 
This pre-certification means that PrestaShop provides you with all the required features to 
be compliant. The configuration is then up to you! 
  

https://www.prestashop.com/en/1.7
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How to configure your shop 
The cornerstone of PrestaShop's compliance is the module "Legal Compliance" (technical 
name: ps_legalcompliance), which allows you to do 90% of the set up for a compliant 
shop. Some other elements are not part of this module and can be configured separately. 
We will go through every aspect of the Legal Compliance module and these other 
elements. 
 

Configure the Legal Compliance module 
Installation 

Go to your back-office, in the Modules & Services page, and in the first tab "Selection" use 
the search bar to look for "legal compliance" and install the module. 
You can then go in the second tab "Installed modules" and click on the "Configure" 
button of the module Legal Compliance. 
 

Pre-set elements 

When you install the Legal Compliance module, it actually triggers a lot of pre-
configuration in order to save you a precious time. Here's the list: 

● Several static pages are created, thus providing you the means to indicate legally 
required information to your customer.  

● These static pages with legal content include a "Print" button, which allows 
customers to easily print or save in PDF this legal information. 

● The final summary in the last step of the checkout is also enabled. 
● The option 'Display tax in the shopping cart' is enabled 
● "Free" shipping conditions: sometimes, the default carrier of your default country 

may be free and this information is displayed on the shopping cart page even if 
you haven't set your address and delivery method during checkout. Because the 
final shopping cost depends on the address and chosen carrier the Legal 
Compliance module will automatically add a mention "under conditions" which 
links to the static page "Shipping and Payment" where you should write every 
detail of the shipping conditions and costs. 
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● The opt-in for Terms of Services will also include the Revocation Terms (if available) 
during the checkout 

 
 

 
 
 

Configuration 

In this paragraph we'll go through every option inside the configuration page of the Legal 
Compliance module. 

Labels 

Delivery time label (available products) 

This is a global parameter that will be displayed on the detail page of every non-virtual 
product. We recommend you use a precise indication like "delivery time: 2 to 5 days" 
instead of vague indications like "delivered in 3 days in normal conditions". 
In back-office: 

 
In front-office: 
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Delivery time label (out-of-stock products) 

Same as above but for out-of-stock products. 

Additional information about delivery time 

You may use this field to display additional information about the applicable conditions of 
the above-mentioned delivery time labels. For instance, the delivery time may only apply 
to Germany. 
A link to the static page "Shipping and Payment" is also automatically added so that the 
customer may have access to the complete information about the shipping conditions. 
 
In back-office: 

 
 
 
In product detail pages: 
 

 
 
 
In the footer of product detail pages: 
 

 
 
 

'Our previous price' label 

When a product is on sale, this option adds the label 'Our previous price' before the crossed 
price. It thus allows you to explain that this crossed price comes from an active promotion 
and that it's not the manufacturer's recommended price nor the competitor's price. 
In the product detail page: 
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Tax 'inc./excl.' label 

This option displays whether the tax is included on the product page ('Tax incl./excl.' label) 
and adds a short mention in the footer of other pages (product listings). 
In product detail pages: 

 
 
In the footer of product listing pages: 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Price per unit label 

When this option is enabled, the unit price (price per kg, L...) will be visible next to the 
product price if available.  
In the front-office: 
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'Shipping fees excl.' label 

When enabled, this option displays a label "shipping excluded" both in product detail pages 
and in the footer of product listings. This "shipping excluded" label is a link to the static 
page "Shipping and payment", which is automatically created by the Legal Compliance 
module at its installation. Make sure the shipping and payment terms are associated to a 
static page. 
In the product detail page: 

 
 

In the footer of product listings: 

 
 

Revocation Terms within ToS 

This option will include the content of the revocation terms within the Terms of Service 
static page. 
 

Revocation for virtual products 

This option adds a mandatory checkbox at the end of the checkout process when the cart 
contains a virtual product (either a service or a digital good). It ensures that the client is 
aware that he loses his right to cancel once the download of digital good has begun or 
once the service has been fully performed. 
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'From' price label (when combinations) 

If a product has combinations with different prices, this option adds a label "From" before 
the product price in product listings. Please note that the price displayed in product 
listings is not the lowest possible price but the default combination price. 
In product listings: 
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Custom text in shopping cart page 

This option allows you to add a custom text in the shopping cart, giving you the 
opportunity to inform the customers about how the order is legally confirmed and how 
the order data will be used and/or saved. 

 
 
 
In the shopping cart: 
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Features 

Enable 'Reordering' feature 

This option allows customers to re-order in one click from their Order History. Disable this 
option if it is considered as unsolicited goods in your local legislation. 

Proportionate tax for shipping and wrapping 

When this option is enabled, the tax for shipping and wrapping costs will be calculated 
proportionate to taxes applying to the products in the cart. It allows you to define a fixed 
tax included shipping cost for each carrier, while the tax rate is computed from the 
average cart taxes. This option substitutes the default behavior in which you define a tax 
excluded shipping cost and choose a fixed shipping tax rule. 
When enabled, make sure that the shipping fees you set are tax included: 

● carriers' shipping costs (in IMPROVE / Shipping / Carriers / your carrier) 
● handling charges (in IMPROVE / Shipping / Preferences) 
● additional shipping fees (in SELL / Catalog / Products / your product) 
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Legal Content Management 

 
Your country's legislation may require you to communicate some specific legal information 
to your customers, like your terms of service or revocation terms. For that purpose, you may 
use the static pages automatically created by the Legal Compliance module. It's your 
responsibility to fill these pages with the required legal content. For legal support about 
this content, you may get help from PrestaShop partners: 
https://www.prestashop.com/en/industry-partners/certifications/protectedshops 
The Legal Compliance has 7 pre-defined topics that serve different roles in different 
conditions. These topics are: 

● Terms of Service (ToS) 
● Environmental notice 
● Legal notice 
● Privacy 
● Revocation terms 
● Revocation form 
● Shipping and payment 

 
Each of these topics can be assigned with a static page that corresponds to this topic. 
 

 
 

To ensure that other options like 'Shipping fees excl.' label or Additional information 
about delivery time link to the corresponding content, make sure you have assigned a 
static page to the topics. 

You may also leave it empty if you don't need a legal topic. For instance you may not 
need an 'Environmental notice' if you don't sell electronics. 

The links to these static pages will automatically be part of the footer of the front-office, 
thus accessible for your customers at any time. Which looks like this in the footer of the 
front-office: 
 

https://www.prestashop.com/en/industry-partners/certifications/protectedshops
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Email Content Inclusion 

This section allows you to include information from the "Legal Content Management" 
section above at the bottom of your shop's emails. For each type of email, you can 
define which content you would like to include. By default, several legal contents are 
already pre-configured to be included in some email templates. Please note that the 
list of email templates in this section does not contains email templates from external 
modules. 
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Configure other elements of PrestaShop 

Order settings 

General 

Enable final summary 

This option displays an overview of the order (delivery and billing addresses, shipping 
method and cart content) in the final checkout step before confirming the order. It 
allows your customers to check their order and modify it if needed. This summary is 
required in some European countries. 

In the checkout process: 
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Terms of service 

Enable this option to require customers to accept the terms of service during the 
checkout. 

 

Product settings 

Price per unit 

Depending on your local legislation, you may be required to display a unit price for 
products that can be quantified with volume or mass (€/kg or €/L...). You can set this 
unit price in the configuration page of your product: 

 

 

Product details summary 

In the shopping cart summary (both in shopping cart page and final summary), by 
default only product combinations attributes will be displayed in the cart summary. 
You might be required to display other relevant details about the product at this step. 
To add this information, a workaround is to create attributes for this purpose. 

For instance, let's assume you're selling a television and need to display its diagonal in 
the shopping cart summary. 

 

1. In SELL / Catalog / Attributes & Features, go to "Add new attribute", name it 
"Diagonal" with public name "Diag.", select attribute type "Radio buttons" and 
save. 

2. Back in SELL / Catalog / Attributes & Features, click on the newly created 
attribute "Diagonal" in the table. 
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3. Then go to "Add new value", set up "138 cm (55'')" and save. 
4. In SELL / Catalog / Products / Television, check the radio button 'Product with 

combinations' in the first tab 'Basic Settings" 
5. In the second tab 'Combinations', check "138 cm (55'')" in Diag. (or type it in the 

text bar). Then generate the combination. 
6. You now have an additional detail in the shopping cart summary: 

 

 

 

Shipping settings 

Custom carrier transit time  

If you've created a custom carrier (in IMPROVE / Shipping / Carriers), you should make 
sure that the field transit time does not contradict the delivery time label you have set 
up with the Legal Compliance module. 

 

Special customs fees 

In countries like Switzerland, some additional fees may be added when the product 
crosses the border. To warn the customer about these fees, you may edit the transit 
time field of your Swiss carrier (if you've created it manually).  
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Newsletter subscription 

You might need to add details about how the newsletter subscription can be canceled. 
For that purpose you may edit the text in "newsletter conditions" from the 
configuration page of the Email Subscription Form module: 

 

 

In front-office: 

 

 

Customer reassurance module 

This module displays more information to reassure your customers. It does not have 
any sample content by default but it is up to you (and your legal team) to fill it with the 
proper text. For instance, you may use it do display information about the return policy, 
the shipping fees and data security. Be careful not to put anything that could 
contradict other indications. 

 

Bankwire module 

In some countries, when paying with bank wire, the customer doesn't have to pay until 
he receives his order confirmation. Make sure to switch off 'Display the invitation to pay 
in the order confirmation page' in the module's configuration page, so that the 
customer receives the invitation to pay by email only. 

Tax settings 

Display tax in the shopping cart 

In some countries you might be required to display the total tax amount in the 
shopping cart. To do so, make sure the option 'Display tax in the shopping cart' is 
enabled. It will display the total tax amount in a distinct line of the shopping cart 
summary. 

 

External or nice to have elements 

Password security 
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You may also be required to protect your customers against account-hacking and 
password-stealing. For that purpose you may buy a module on PrestaShop 
Marketplace: 

http://addons.prestashop.com/en/23824-login-sheriff-pro.html?pab=1&  

http://addons.prestashop.com/en/23824-login-sheriff-pro.html?pab=1&
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What is still your responsibility 

PrestaShop's core and native modules will allow you to comply with every functional 
requirements from the certification authorities. 

However there are some elements like content or external modules that are specific to 
your shop, and it is your responsibility to make sure they're compliant.  

These elements are: 

● the legal content in static pages 

● payment modules 

● newsletter modules 

● shipping modules 
 


